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Summary
Due to the onset of the superparamagnetic effect, conventional continuous magnetic
recording technology is expected to reach its data storage areal density limit in the
near future. To sustain the continuous growth of areal density, bit-patterned media
recording (BPMR) has emerged as a competitive candidate for next-generation mag-
netic recording. BPMR can dramatically delay the onset of the superparamagnetic ef-
fect and bring many advantages compared to continuous magnetic recording; however,
it also poses new and challenging technical issues. Two major and unique challenges
are the written-in errors (WIE), i.e., insertion, deletion and substitution (IDS) errors,
that occur during the write process, and the 2D interference comprising inter-symbol
interference (ISI) and inter-track interference (ITI) that deteriorates the readback per-
formance. In this thesis, we investigate and address WIE and 2D interference in BPMR
from the perspective of signal processing.
The Davey-MacKay (DM) construction is a promising concatenated coding scheme
for channels with independent IDS (IIDS) errors. It employs an inner watermark code
to recover synchronization errors and an outer low-density parity-check (LDPC) code
to correct residual substitution errors. Inspired by the fact that Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes are still considered for BPMR and powerful iterative RS decoding schemes are
available, we investigate and compare the performance of the DM construction with
LDPC and RS codes as the outer code. We show that when the insertion and deletion
probabilities are sufficiently small, using a q2-ary (q2−1, (q2−1)R) RS code in place
vii
SUMMARY
of a q-ary (2(q2−1), 2(q2−1)R) LDPC code as the outer code along with an iterative
soft-decision RS decoder, improves frame-error-rate (FER) performance for moderate
to high-rate applications involving relatively short blocklengths.
Experiments and simulations revealed that WIE are data-dependent. Hence, we
propose a dependent IDS (DIDS) channel model to mimic the write channel found in
BPMR systems. The proposed channel consists of a ternary Markov state channel and a
two-state binary symmetric channel (BSC). The ternary Markov state channel produces
data-dependent and paired insertion-deletion errors while the two-state BSC produces
random substitution errors, as well as burst-like substitution errors in the vicinity of
insertions and deletions. In addition, we modify the inner decoder of the DM coding
scheme for the proposed channel model. As the (computational) complexity of our
inner decoder increases with the length of the burst-like substitution errors, we further
propose a reduced-complexity variant of our inner decoder to handle these errors.
As intervals between adjacent islands need to be reduced to achieve high areal
densities, ITI arises as a new performance-limiting factor besides the conventional and
ever-increasing ISI. Hence, we first consider a rectangular BPMR channel model con-
sisting of the DIDS write channel followed by a partial response read channel with high
ITI corresponding to high areal densities. Three detection-inner-decoding schemes
are proposed to work with an outer decoder to recover the data encoded by the DM
coding scheme on the BPMR channel, namely the BCJR-binary-input-inner-decoder
(BCJR-BIID) algorithm, the joint detection-inner-decoder (JDD) algorithm and the
BCJR-soft-input-inner-decoder (BCJR-SIID) algorithm. Computer simulations show
that: i) at low to moderate (resp., high) signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), BCJR-SIID
(resp., BCJR-BIID) provides good performance-complexity trade-offs; ii) the burst-
like substitution errors preceding and following an insertion or deletion have a signif-
icant impact on the overall performance. Further, since staggered BPMR reduces ITI
at the expense of enhanced ISI which can nevertheless be effectively dealt with longer
viii
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generalized partial-response targets, we consider data recovery on a staggered BPMR
channel at ultra high areal density with BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID. We show that a
soft-input inner decoder for the DM construction provides significantly better robust-
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After entering the information age, the demand for high-capacity digital storage sys-
tems has exponentially increased. To this end, various information storage techniques
have been developed and/or improved to meet the increasing demand. Magnetic hard
disk drive (HDD) has been the primary storage device since it was invented by IBM in
1956. In the past decades, HDD has enjoyed a tremendous growth in storage capac-
ity as well as a continuous reduction in cost, which give HDD a great advantage over
other contenders that appeared even later than HDD, for instances, solid state drive,
optical recording, etc. With the rapid growth of social media network, cloud comput-
ing and storage, high-definition audio and video streaming, etc, the HDD industry has
to keep increasing storage capacity and reducing the price per gigabyte (GB) to satisfy
the ever-increasing storage demand as well as maintain its predominance in the data
storage market [1]. The most effective way is to increase the data storage areal density,
which is measured by the number of bits recorded per square inch. The areal density
growth rate has served as the technology growth rate indicator for the HDD industry.
Recall that the areal density of the first commercial HDD manufactured by IBM
was merely 2 Kb/inch2. For almost fifty years of extensive research and investment,
the conventional longitudinal magnetic recording (LMR) technique enjoyed an annual
1
1. Introduction
30% ∼ 100% increase in areal density till it reached its limit at around 150 Gb/inch2.
The areal density in LMR is mainly increased by scaling down the grain size while
maintaining a certain number of grains per bit to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). However, the superparamagnetic effect imposes a fundamental constraint on
the minimum grain size, below which either the ambient temperature will be sufficient
to cause the magnetization of the grain to reverse spontaneously in a short time or the
write head itself will not be able to generate a strong enough write field to reverse the
magnetization of each grain [2,3]. This phenomenon is also known as media trilemma
for it actually describes trade-offs between three physical limitations of the media: the
SNR, the thermal stability and the writability.
To keep increasing areal density, perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) was
developed and first commercially implemented by Toshiba in 2005. The two magnetic
recording mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 1.1, from which we observe that the main
difference between LMR and PMR is the orientation of the anisotropy of media grains.
As shown in Fig. 1.1(b), the magnetic soft underlayer (SUL) underneath the recording
layer conducts magnetic flux very readily thus efficiently strengthens the write field
penetrating recording layer and field gradient. A stronger write field permits the use
of a medium with higher coercivity, which can maintain thermal stability with mini-
mum grain size smaller than that of LMR. Therefore, PMR promised to deliver at least
three times the areal density of conventional LMR and bring many additional technical
advantages, such as stronger readback signal, thicker recording layer, etc [4–6].
However, the areal density in PMR is still mainly increased by scaling down the
grain size, which means the areal density growth will still be ultimately limited by
the superparamagnetic effect. It has been reported in [7, 8] that the areal density limit
for PMR is around 1 Tb/inch2. In 2014, Seagate started to ship its 6 Terabyte (TB)
enterprise HDDs with areal density of 643 Gigabit/inch2, which is already more than
half of the areal density limit predicted for PMR. Recently, shingled magnetic record-
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Figure 1.1: (a) longitudinal magnetic recording; (b) perpendicular magnetic recording.
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1. Introduction
ing (SMR) and two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR) have been proposed and
developed to boost the areal density towards or even beyond 2 Tb/inch2 with the con-
ventional PMR system [9–11].
SMR utilizes a wide write head to ensure the writability of a medium with high
coercivity. In SMR, each written track will be partially overwritten by its adjacent
track that is written sequentially, which resembles the way roof shingles are applied.
The overlap effectively reduces track pitch and thus increases the areal density. The
guard bands that separate adjacent tracks in PMR and LMR are eliminated in SMR,
which requires the read head to be narrower than the track pitch to reduce influence
from adjacent tracks during the readback process. On the other hand, TDMR strikes
the trilemma from the SNR and signal processing perspective. It employs an array
reader or a single reader to read multiple adjacent tracks, and then applies powerful 2D
signal processing and 2D coding techniques to process the 2D readback waveform to
compensate for the reduction in SNR and take advantage of the inter-track interference
(ITI) resulting from placing adjacent tracks close to each other, which is typically
avoided in the conventional magnetic recording. Obviously, the combination of SMR
and TDMR can further increase the areal density, since it allows the use of a medium
with good coercivity while alleviating the need for a read head narrower than the track
pitch.
To further delay the onset of the superparamagnetic effect and achieve even higher
areal density, intensive research has been conducted on two major candidates for next-
generation magnetic recording techniques: bit-patterned media recording (BPMR) and
energy-assisted magnetic recording (EAMR) [12–14]. Both technologies have the po-
tential to achieve areal densities up to 10 Tb/inch2, but require significant changes in
the media and head designs.
EAMR ensures the thermal stability of each grain at ultra-high areal density by us-
ing media with high coercivity, and utilizing an additional energy source to momentar-
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ily reduce the coercivity of the media during the writing process. Based on the energy
source employed, EAMR can be divided into two categories: heat-assisted magnetic
recording (HAMR) using laser as the energy source [15] and microwave-assisted mag-
netic recording (MAMR) that applies a high frequency magnetic field during the write
process [16].
Compared to the other three candidates, BPMR is a more advanced technology for
it fundamentally changes the recording physics of conventional continuous recording.
In BPMR, bits are recorded on a lithographic pre-patterned media where each single
domain magnetic island is surrounded by non-magnetic material and stores one bit
only. The radically redesigned BPMR introduces novel engineering challenges that
cannot be well handled by existing techniques developed for conventional magnetic
recording. In this thesis, some of these challenges are investigated and addressed from
the signal processing and coding perspective.
In the remainder of this chapter, a brief review of BPMR along with its advan-
tages over the conventional continuous magnetic recording will be given. Further,
main challenges in BPMR implementation will be discussed with an emphasis placed
on the ones that are relevant to signal processing. Thereafter, the motivations and con-
tributions of this thesis are given. At the end of this chapter, the organization of this
dissertation is presented.
1.1 Bit-Patterned Media Recoding
In Fig. 1.2, the recording mechanism of BPMR is illustrated. Compared to the conven-
tional continuous magnetic recording schemes shown in Fig. 1.1, the major difference
is that the information bits are stored on discretely distributed magnetic islands which
are fabricated by masking the strongly exchange coupled medium surface with non-
magnetic material using nano-lithography [17–19]. By using medium material with
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Figure 1.2: Bit-patterned media recording.
strong exchange coupling, the thermal stability is now proportional to the island vol-
ume instead of grain size. Therefore, the use of small grains is no longer a concern for
BPMR and the onset of the superparamagnetic limit is significantly delayed. Further,
the restrictions on the recording head and media material are also relaxed compared to
EAMR.
In BPMR, the nonmagnetic barrier between magnetic islands effectively reduces
or even eliminates transition noise [20], which is a dominant data-dependent me-
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dia noise in conventional continuous magnetic recording [2]. Similarly, track edge
noise [21] that degrades the performance of conventional magnetic recording systems
especially at high areal densities is also eliminated. Thanks to the elimination of non-
linear transition noise, the SNR in BPMR is no longer determined by the number of
grains per bit. Hence, it is possible that each magnetic island contains only one grain in
the extreme case. In addition, the non-linear bit shift and side writing found in conven-
tional magnetic recording are also eliminated as bit positions in BPMR are predeter-
mined [22]. Further, the tracking problem, which becomes more and more difficult in
magnetic recording systems with increasing areal density and decreasing track pitch, is
simplified while the error signal for the tracking system improves due to the patterned
media [20].
1.1.1 Fabrication Imperfections of BPMR
Despite the attractive advantages promised by BPMR, the implementation of BPMR
raises an enormous amount of technical challenges. Although the write and read head
design, servo and signal processing systems in BPMR can more or less inherit the
corresponding relatively mature techniques utilized in current continuous magnetic
recording systems, fabricating patterned media requires a radical paradigm shift in
the current HDD industry. On the bright side, the mature nano-lithographic tools and
technology developed by the semiconductor industry can be utilized to fabricate the
patterned media [13]. Cutting-edge semiconductor techniques can achieve an areal
density around 2.5 Tb/inch2, however; they cannot keep up with the areal density evo-
lution envisioned for BPMR [13, 23].
To date, feasible mass production method envisioned for BPMR utilizes electron
beam (e-beam) lithography, self-assembly, and nano-imprint lithography for the cre-
ation and replication of patterns [24]. Current challenges and promising solutions for
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BPMR fabrication have been discussed in details in [23].
In general, the fabrication of BPMR requires high resolution, high placement ac-
curacy and high throughput at relatively low cost. However, it is impossible to ef-
fectively fabricate perfect and uniform patterned media with ultra-high areal densities
over a large area. Consequently, the imperfection leads to geometrical variation in
patterned islands which is generally assumed to be Gaussian in nature and can be clas-
sified mainly into two categories: bit size variation and bit position variation [25]. In
addition, the fabrication imperfection also introduces bit shape variation and thickness
variations [13]. Those variations essentially contribute to the media noise of BPMR
that degrades the replay waveform and reduces the SNR. Furthermore, these variations
also induce a broad switch field distribution (SFD), which has a significant impact
on recording performance. Another major disadvantage originating from the physical
nature of BPMR is the roughness of the surface after patterning, which complicates
the head disc interface design and may necessitate a dynamic air bearing system to
maintain stability of the fly height of the write/read head over each island [26, 27].
1.1.2 Challenges of Signal Processing for BPMR
Because of the discrete data storage structure of BPMR, near-perfect synchronization
between the clock that times the writing of bits and the island period is required to
ensure that the effective write window is positioned over the correct island. Although
the correct island position may be located during the read process, it is impractical to
write and read simultaneously. Therefore, write synchronization is one of the most
critical and major challenges in BPMR, which is however not a concern for continuous
magnetic recording where bit positions are determined by the write field [12,22,28,29].
Due to unpredictable mechanical disturbances, variation in spindle motor speed,
geometrical variation, etc., it is only feasible to maintain write synchronization in a
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statistical sense in a practical BPMR system and the unavoidable mis-synchronization
may result in random insertions and deletions of bits. In addition, even with perfect
write synchronization, random substitution write errors occur when magnetic islands
cannot be correctly written due to variations in media SFD and/or demagnetization
field from adjacent islands. Since those errors occur during the write process, they are
generally referred to as written-in errors (WIEs).
Fig. 1.3 illustrates the write process with WIEs in practical BPMR systems, where
influence of the magnetic write field along the down-track direction typically spans
multiple islands [30]. As shown in Fig. 1.3, when a bit is written on the media, the
write field of the currently recorded bit affects a number of subsequent islands which
will eventually be overwritten by the following bits. As shown in Fig. 1.3, an insertion
occurs when an island is skipped without being written while a deletion occurs when
an island is overwritten by the following bit. In addition, the inserted bit is typically
the same as the last recorded bit, which implies that the write channel has memory and
WIEs are data-dependent. The data-dependencies of the BPMR write process will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
The causes for WIEs as well the corresponding error rates have been investigated
and analyzed in [12], where all variations are assumed to be Gaussian. In addition, a
lot of research effort has been expended in statistically characterizing the error rates
for WIEs, e.g., [31–34]. WIEs have been widely recognized as one dominant factor
that limits the overall system performance of BPMR [12]. As pointed out in [29],
the implementation of accurate timing estimate techniques as well as the reduction in
mechanical and motor jitter can effectively reduce WIEs.
WIEs also pose challenges to the error correction coding techniques developed
for and employed in current HDDs, which is mainly due to the timing errors, i.e.,
insertions and deletions. Timing errors if not well compensated will lead to a burst of
substitution errors, which may be too long to be successfully handled even by the most
9
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of written-in errors in the recording process of BPMR systems.
The gray squares are the magnetic pattern island and the number in the square rep-
resents the bit recorded, the writing head with writing span larger than one island is
represented using a dashed rectangle. The sequence of bits to be recorded, i.e., 010101,
are shown on the left side of the figure along the time axis. The written-in errors are
indicated in the figure using white square and the deleted bit is denoted by a dashed
white square.
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powerful error correction codes (ECCs) that are currently available, e.g., low-density
parity-check (LDPC) codes and Turbo codes.
Due in part to the development of BPMR, channels with insertion, deletion and
substitution (IDS) errors have recently received increased attention and a variety of
coding schemes have been developed or improved to combat IDS errors. In [35],
the achievable information rates for channels with insertions, deletions, substitutions,
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and inter-symbol interference (ISI) are inves-
tigated. In [36], upper and lower bounds of channels with independent and identically
distributed insertion, deletion and substitution errors are presented. To handle WIEs, a
picket-shift coding scheme involving a double-error correction Reed-Solomon (RS)
code to encode the row data and a much stronger RS code to encode the column
data has been proposed in [37], which shows significant performance improvement
when applied in BPMR with WIEs. Marker codes, where a known sequence of bits
is inserted periodically to offer synchronization correction capability, have also been
widely investigated for BPMR [38, 39].
In the readback process, one major challenge would be the mitigation of the 2D
interference among adjacent bits, i.e., ISI and ITI [40], which will significantly de-
grade overall system performance if not well compensated. In conventional magnetic
recording, adjacent tracks are placed far from each other to avoid interference from
adjacent tracks. However, magnetic islands in BPMR are placed close to each other in
both the along-track and across-track directions to achieve ultra-high areal densities.
Consequently, ITI arises as a new performance limiting factor in BPMR in addition to
the ever-increasing ISI.
Conventional magnetic recording systems have relied heavily on partial-response
maximum likelihood (PRML) channel detection to deal with ISI [41–43]. This chan-
nel detection scheme consists of two parts: partial-response (PR) equalization and
maximum-likelihood (ML) detection, which are jointly designed. This detection scheme
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has also been extended to mitigate the 2D interference by equalizing the channel to 2D
PR targets and employing a reduced-complexity ML detector [44, 45]. It was shown
in [46] that the optimized generalized partial-response (GPR) target of [47] signifi-
cantly outperforms integer partial-response (IPR) targets when employed in BPMR.
Subsequently, [48] proposed to use two-dimensional (2D) GPR targets to mitigate ITI
in BPMR. Furthermore, the multi-track detection (MTD) scheme of [49] that utilizes
a 2D GPR target has also been proposed to mitigate ITI in BPMR. This scheme uses a
2D or 1D equalizer to equalize the read channel readback sequence to a 2D GPR tar-
get. Notably, it can approach the performance bound obtained when data on sidetracks
are known. In BPMR, bit islands can be distributed on a rectangular array (rectan-
gular BPMR) or hexagonal array (staggered BPMR) depending on the lithographic
technique employed in the fabrication process [50]. Simulations in [50] show that
staggered BPMR improves performance compared to rectangular BPMR at the same
areal density. Further, switching from rectangular to staggered BPMR can effectively
reduce ITI as the bits in the neighboring tracks do not align with the bits in the center
track [51].
Another big signal processing challenge for BPMR is the presence of the afore-
mentioned media noise due to imperfect fabrication. It has been reported in [46] that
the read channel is very sensitive to the presence of media noise. Further, the presence
of media noise exacerbates the difficulty of write synchronization and 2D interference
mitigation. The modeling of media noise in BPMR readback process has been con-
sidered in [52, 53]. In [52], the study on the influence of media noise on the readback
process reveals that the readback performance is more sensitive to size fluctuation than
location fluctuation, while both fluctuations should be smaller than 8% to achieve a bit
error rate (BER) around 10−4 at an areal density of 1.5 Tb/inch2. In [53], an analytical
approach has been proposed to jointly design a 2D equalizer and a 1D GPR target to
combat media noise. In [54], a 1D equalizer and a 1D GPR target were jointly designed
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to mitigate the 2D interference, media noise and AWGN in staggered BPMR channel
with an areal density of 4 Tb/inch2. Further, as media noise is data-dependent, the
pattern-dependent noise prediction (PDNP) scheme, which considers data patterns in
the computation of branch metrics in the ML detection, has been proposed to improve
the performance of PRML detection in media noise dominant channels [55].
1.2 Motivations and Contributions
In summary, many technical challenges are still to be overcome before the mass pro-
duction of BPMR HDDs. Two major challenges of BPMR from the perspective of
signal processing are the presence of WIEs in the write process and the 2D interfer-
ence influencing the readback performance. Therefore, we investigate both challenges
in this thesis and propose coding and detection schemes to effectively address them.
1.2.1 Davey-MacKay Construction with RS Codes as Outer Codes
As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, the presence of WIEs dominates the overall perfor-
mance and cannot be corrected by conventional coding schemes due to synchroniza-
tion drifts (the difference between the position of a bit being actually recorded and
the position it is intended to be recorded) introduced by insertion and deletion errors.
Notably, a comprehensive survey of ECCs for channels corrupted by IDS errors has
been presented in [56]. It has been identified in [56] that the most promising ECCs
for IDS channels are those having a concatenated structure, where an inner code is
used to regain synchronization and an outer code corrects additive noise and imperfect
resynchronization by the inner code. The Davey-MacKay (DM) coding scheme devel-
oped in [57] for independent IDS (IIDS) channels that introduce independent insertion,
deletion and substitution errors, is of this type.
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In the original DM coding scheme, non-binary LDPC codes are used as outer
codes. However, LDPC codes do not always guarantee the best performance. For an
example, it has been shown in [58] that low-rate turbo codes provide better frame-
error-rate (FER) performance on poor channels. In view of this observation and fur-
ther inspired by the fact that RS codes are still been considered for future magnetic
recording and powerful iterative soft-decision RS decoding schemes are available, we
propose the use of RS codes as outer codes in the DM construction and investigate the
performance improvements RS codes as outer codes can bring. Our contributions re-
sulting from the investigation of using RS codes as outer codes in the DM construction
are as follows.
We first show that for a fixed inner code rate, increasing the order of Galois filed
q of the outer non-binary code has the potential to improve the overall performance of
the DM coding scheme. The largest q of practical interest for non-binary LDPC codes
is 16 [59] while 128-ary and 256-ary RS codes are widely used in practice. Hence,
we compare the performance of the DM coding scheme with q2-ary (q2 − 1, (q2 −
1)R) RS code and q-ary (2(q2 − 1), 2(q2 − 1)R) LDPC code as the outer code and
show that the DM coding scheme with the former RS code as the outer code improves
the FER performance for moderate to high-rate applications involving relatively short
blocklengths.
1.2.2 Improved Write Channel Model with Data-Dependent IDS
Errors
To investigate and address WIEs, many write channel models have been proposed to
model the BPMR write process, such as the binary symmetric channel (BSC) when
insertion and deletion errors are assumed to be very rare [60, 61], the channel model
of [39] which consists of a subchannel introducing i.i.d insertion and deletion errors
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followed by an AWGN subchannel, and the channel model of [37] which introduces
insertion/deletion errors controlled by a uniformly distributed random variable denot-
ing the frequency offset between the ideal write frequency and the actual frequency.
In those channel models, insertion and deletion WIEs were either assumed to be suffi-
ciently rare to be ignored or occur independently. A probabilistic write channel model
driven by a binary channel state process has been proposed to capture some of the data-
dependence characteristics of the WIEs in [30]. This channel model employs either a
Bernoulli or first order binary Markov process to produce errors resembling substitu-
tion errors or paired insertion-deletion errors with the inserted bit being the same as
the last written bit. The phenomenon that insertions and deletions occur in pairs with
almost equal probabilities has been reported in [62]. However, the aforementioned
channel models have their limits in capturing some of the characteristics of WIEs.
Therefore, we develop a new channel model to better mimic the actual BPMR write
process in this thesis and our corresponding contributions are summarized as follows.
First, a data-dependent IDS (DIDS) write channel model is proposed to mimic the
BPMR write process, which is a concatenation of a ternary Markov state channel and a
two-state BSC. The former augments the binary Markov state channel model of [30] by
introducing a new channel state such that deletion-insertion pairs can occur in addition
to insertion-deletion pairs. The latter models random substitution errors owing to write
failures and dead islands that have an effective switching field exceeding the maximum
applied write field. It also produces burst-like substitution errors in the immediate
neighborhood of an insertion or deletion error, which are mainly due to relatively large
phase offsets between the write field and the islands preceding and following each
insertion/deletion error [37].
Secondly, the DM coding scheme proposed for IIDS channel is applied to the
DIDS channel with a modified inner decoding algorithm that takes all data-dependencies
into account. As the computational complexity of the inner decoder increases expo-
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nentially in the length of burst substitution errors in the immediate neighborhood of an
insertion or deletion error, a reduced-complexity variant of the modified inner decoding
algorithm is also proposed and investigated.
1.2.3 Detection-Decoding on Rectangular and Staggered BPMR
Channels with WIE Correction and ITI Mitigation
In general, a complete BPMR channel can be modeled as a concatenation of two in-
dependent sub-channels – a noisy write channel followed by a PR read channel with
ITI.
The BPMR read channel is characterized by the 2D replay pulse response of an
isolated bit island, which depends on the medium design and read head configuration.
In [52], the 2D pulse response is obtained numerically using 3D reciprocity while as-
suming a magneto-resistive (MR) read head. It has been further noted in [63] that
the 2D replay response can be well fitted by a 2D Gaussian pulse in both the along-
track and across-track directions. The 2D Gaussian pulse is thus used to represent the
channel response in [49], where single-track equalization (SE), joint-track equaliza-
tion (JE), multi-track detection (MTD) and 2D equalization are investigated for read
channel detection.
Since there will still be errors in the detector output, including substitution errors
from imperfect read channel detection and WIEs, coding schemes and correspond-
ing detection-decoding strategies are needed to be developed to ensure that the data
written to the BPMR system can be reliably recovered. Therefore, various detection-
decoding schemes will be proposed and investigated in this thesis for data-recovery on
the BPMR channel model consisting of a DIDS write channel model and a rectangular
or staggered BPMR read channel model with 2D interference. Our main contributions
in detection and decoding on rectangular and staggered BPMR channels with WIE
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correction and ITI mitigation are summarized as follows.
First of all, we start with a rectangular BPMR write-read channel model and pro-
pose three detection-inner-decoding schemes to work with an outer decoder to recover
the data encoded by the DM coding scheme on the channel, namely the BCJR-binary-
input-inner-decoder (BCJR-BIID) algorithm, the joint detection-inner-decoder (JDD)
algorithm and the BCJR-soft-input-inner-decoder (BCJR-SIID) algorithm. The per-
formance of these three detection-decoding schemes employing different read channel
detection schemes are investigated and compared. We observe that BCJR-BIID and
BCJR-SIID achieve good performance-complexity trade-offs, while JDD yields the
optimal performance at the expense of relatively high computation complexity. Fur-
ther, we consider the performance degradation due to an increase in the areal density
and code rate, and investigate the performance degradation due to burst-like substitu-
tion errors around each insertion/deletion error.
Furthermore, as the DIDS write channel does not depend on the specific distribu-
tion of islands on the media, we investigate the data recovery problem for staggered
BPMR where the write process is still modeled by the DIDS channel. The read chan-
nels corresponding to two possible staggered BPMR systems, i.e., single-track stag-
gered BPMR and double-track staggered BPMR as investigated in [51], are adopted.
The read channel performance of rectangular BPMR, single-track staggered BPMR
and double-track staggered BPMR are compared at an areal density of 6 Tb/inch2. Our
study reveals that single-track staggered BPMR read channel with extended MTD [51]
exhibits the best performance among all the detection schemes and island distribu-
tions that we consider at such a high areal density. Therefore, the BCJR-BIID and
BCJR-SIID are employed to work with the extended MTD to recover the data encoded
by the DM coding scheme on the single-track staggered BPMR channel. The perfor-
mance of BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID are compared and analyzed, which reveals that
BCJR-SIID provides significantly better robustness against burst errors compared to
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BCJR-BIID at sufficiently low insertion/deletion probabilities (e.g., ≤ 3× 10−3).
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we will first give a short review of the IIDS channel. Then, the
encoding and decoding algorithms for the DM coding scheme, LDPC codes and RS
codes will be reviewed. Further, we will investigate and compare the performance
of the DM coding scheme with LDPC and RS codes as the outer code on the IIDS
channel.
In Chapter 3, analysis and explanation concerning the data-dependent character-
istics of WIEs as well as corresponding evidence reported in experiments and simula-
tions will be discussed first. Based on the discussion, the DIDS write channel model
is then proposed. Further, a modified DM inner decoder that takes into account all
those data-dependencies is developed to make the DM coding scheme applicable to
the DIDS channel. To complete the investigation, the channel capacity bounds of the
DIDS channel are also investigated.
In Chapter 4, we consider data-recovery on rectangular BPMR channels consist-
ing of a DIDS write channel followed by a rectangular BPMR read channel with 2D
interference. The read channel is modified according to the specific distribution of
islands. Three detection-decoding schemes involving different level of interaction be-
tween the channel detector and decoder are proposed and their performance compared
and analyzed.
In Chapter 5, we investigate data-recovery on staggered BPMR channels consist-
ing of a DIDS write channel followed by a staggered BPMR read channel with areal
density increased to 6 Tb/inch2. The performance of MTD on staggered and rectangu-
lar BPMR read channels are first compared and analyzed. Then, detection-decoding
18
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schemes developed in Chapter 4 are employed on the staggered BPMR channel to
correct data-dependent WIEs and mitigate 2D interference.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2
On Reed-Solomon Codes as Outer
Codes in the Davey-MacKay
Construction for Channels with
Insertions and Deletions
Insertion and deletion WIEs in the BPMR channel have recently motivated many re-
search works on the development and investigation of ECCs for channels with timing
errors. Synchronization is a critical requirement for any communication and recording
systems, however, the majority of ECCs merely focus on the correction of substitu-
tion errors while assuming perfect synchronization maintained by other techniques.
Insertion and deletion errors can make the boundaries of codewords hard to identify
and induce bursts of substitution errors that can be too long to be successfully handled
even by capacity-approaching ECCs, such as LDPC codes, turbo codes.
Since it has been widely conjectured that overall system performance could be im-
proved with ECCs that are capable of correcting synchronization errors [56], a number
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of ECCs have been developed for channels corrupted by synchronization errors over
the past decades. However, most of them have quite limited synchronization error
correction capability or were designed for a specific IDS channel having certain re-
strictions or unrealistic assumptions. According to [56], concatenated coding schemes
where an inner code recovers synchronization and an outer code corrects residual sub-
stitution errors are the most promising ECCs for IDS channels. One prominent coding
scheme falling under this category is the DM coding scheme.
Originally, nonbinary LDPC codes are employed as outer codes in the DM con-
struction. Although LDPC codes are recognized as capacity-approaching codes, the
use of turbo codes as outer codes result in better FER performance on poor chan-
nels [58]. Inspired by the fact that RS codes are still considered for future BPMR
systems [37, 64] and powerful iterative soft-decision RS decoding schemes are avail-
able in the literature, we investigate the performance improvements RS codes as outer
codes could bring in this chapter.
In this chapter, we will first review the IIDS channel which has been widely used
for the development and evaluation of ECCs with synchronization error correction
capability. Further, a brief review of the DM coding scheme and its bit-level and
symbol-level DM inner decoding algorithms will be given. LDPC codes and RS codes
with their iterative soft-decision decoding schemes will also be reviewed. Then, we
will analyze and show the advantages of using RS codes as outer codes in the DM
coding scheme.
2.1 IIDS Channel Model
The IIDS channel is a probabilistic binary channel model which was initially pro-
posed in [65]. This channel has been widely considered as the channel model on
which various of synchronization ECCs have been developed and investigated, e.g.,
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Figure 2.1: State diagram of the IIDS channel mdoel with insertion, deletion and sub-
stitution probabilities.
[38, 57, 66, 67]. This channel model and its variant where the substitution errors are
generated by an AWGN channel have also been used to model the BPMR write pro-
cess producing WIEs in [39] and [68], respectively. Although it has been stated in
Chapter 1 that BPMR write channel actually introduces dependent IDS errors, we use
the IIDS channel as a first approximation to the BPMR write channel. A more realistic
BPMR write channel model that captures data-dependent characteristics of WIEs will
be developed and investigated later in Chapter 3.
The state diagram of the IIDS channel is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where Pi, Pd and
Ps control the rates of insertions, deletions and substitutions, respectively. Imagine
that at time i, a bit ti is ready to enter the channel, one of the following three events
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can occur:
• a random bit is inserted with probability Pi while ti remaining untransmitted;
• ti is deleted with probability Pd;
• ti is transmitted with probability Pt = 1 − Pi − Pd, but it may be suffering a
substitution error with probability Ps during the transmission.
Consequently, the probability of successfully transmitting bit ti at time i is (1 − Pi −
Pd)(1− Ps).
2.2 DM Coding Scheme
The DM coding scheme was initially proposed by Davey and MacKay for the IIDS
channel in [57]. A block diagram of this coding scheme is presented in Fig. 2.2, where
the information is first encoded by a non-binary (N,K) LDPC code constructed over
GF(q = 2k) and subsequently encoded by the inner watermark code. Therefore, the
DM coding scheme is sometimes referred to as watermark codes, e.g., in [69]. How-
ever, it should not be confused with the watermarking technique used for encryption.
As shown in Fig. 2.2, each LDPC outer codeword d = {di}N−10 is converted into
a sparse binary string s = {si}N−10 by mapping each outer code symbol di into a binary
sparse string si = {si,j}n−1j=0 of length n, n > k, using a look-up table (LUT) of size q.
The 2k sparse strings are those with lowest Hamming weight chosen from in total 2n
binary strings of length n. The density of s is defined as f = P (si,j = 1), which is less
than 0.5 since sparse strings with lowest Hamming weight are chosen. An example of
the LUT is given in Table 2.2 for k = 3, n = 4.
Further, the binary sparse string s is added modulo-2 to a binary watermark string
w of length Nn to generate the ultimate transmitted codeword t. Thus the overall
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the DM coding scheme.
di 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
si 0000 0001 0010 0100 1000 0101 1010 1001
Table 2.1: An example of the mapping LUT employed by the DM spasifier inner
encoder when k = 3, n = 4.
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code rate is Kk
Nn
. The watermark strings is known to both encoder and decoder and
thus provides synchronization capability of the code. It has been reported in [57] that
useful choices of w include random and run-length-limited sequences and it has been
further confirmed in [70] the carefully designed watermark strings can significantly
improve performance. In this thesis, we nevertheless always use randomly generated
watermarking strings, which can be directly replaced by other carefully designed and
optimized watermark strings without further modifications being made to the encoding
and decoding algorithms.
The basic idea of the DM coding scheme is to use the predefined and fixed water-
mark string w as a pilot sequence and ensure on average only f < 0.5 of bits in t are
different from the corresponding bits inw by mapping each outer codeword to a sparse
string of density f . Then, the inner decoder can identify and locate the synchronization
errors by detecting the discontinuity of the watermark pattern in r [57].
Corresponding to the encoding process, the decoding also consists of two stages.
First, the inner decoder corrects synchronization errors and generates log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs) for LDPC code symbols. Then, those LLRs are fed to the outer LDPC
belief-propagation (BP) decoder to correct the residual substitution errors.
2.2.1 Bit-Level DM Inner Decoding
To facilitate the inner decoding, the received vector is modeled to be produced by a hid-
den Markov model (HMM) while ignoring the correlations among s and d. The hidden
states are formed by the synchronization drift sequence {xi}Nn0 , where xi represents
the number of insertions minus the number of deletions that have occurred before ti is
transmitted.
Based on the HMM model, a trellis representing the IIDS channel can be easily
constructed. In Fig. 2.3, an illustration of the trellis with typical state transitions are
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presented. The total number of states considered in the trellis is limited to 2xmax +
1, where ±xmax is the maximum synchronization drift assumed by the decoder. In
addition, the maximum number of consecutive insertions at each time is assumed to be
I for computational convenience.
From Fig. 2.3, the a priori probability P (xi+1 = b|xi = a) can be computed as
P (xi+1 = b|xi = a) =

Pd , when b = a− 1
αIPiPd + Pt , when b = a
αI((Pi)
b−a+1Pd + (Pi)b−aPt) , when a < b < a+ I
αI(Pi)
IPt , when b = a+ I
0 , otherwise
(2.1)












Then the state transition probability of receiving subsequence r¯ = {r}i+bi+a is computed
by
P (r¯, xi+1 = b|xi = a) = P (r¯|xi = a, xi+1 = b) · P (xi+1 = b|xi = a) (2.3)
By defining the effective substitution error probability of receiving a bit which is
not equal to the corresponding watermark bit as
Pf = Ps(1− f) + f(1− Pf ), (2.4)
the conditional probability P (r¯|xi = a, xi+1 = b) with respect to the predefined water-
mark string can be computed by
P (r¯|xi = a, xi+1 = b)
=
1
P (xi+1 = b|xi = a) ·
 αPd/2
b−a+1 + βPt(1− Pf )/2b−a , when ri+b = wi
αPd/2
b−a+1 + βPtPf/2b−a , when ri+b 6= wi
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Figure 2.3: Trellis representation of the IIDS channel with channel state xi.
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where α = Pib−a+1 and β = Pib−a represent the probability of making b − a + 1 and
b − a insertions in the channel, respectively. The term 1
P (xi+1=b|xi=a) normalizes the
summation
∑
r¯ P (r¯|xi = a, xi+1 = b) to be 1. Finally, (2.3) can be written as
P (r¯, xi+1 = b|xi = a) =
 αPd/2
b−a+1 + βPt(1− Pf )/2b−a , when ri+b = wi
αPd/2
b−a+1 + βPtPf/2b−a , when ri+b 6= wi
(2.5)
Denoting (ra, ra+1, · · · , rb−1) of r by r|ba, the likelihood P (r|di) can be computed













Bj+1(xj+1)P (r|j+1+xj+1j+xj , xj+1|xj) (2.8)





can be computed via a forward pass between xin and xin+n−1 using (2.3) by fixing si
according to di and replacing wi and Pf with corresponding ti and Ps, respectively.
Assuming the received sequence has length Lr, the initial values for Fi(xi) andBi(xi)
are set to be
F0(x0) =
 1 , when x0 = 00 , otherwise (2.9)
BNn(xNn) =
 1 , when xNn = Lr −Nn0 , otherwise (2.10)
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2.2.2 Symbol-Level DM Inner Decoding
Recall, the bit-level inner decoding algorithm developed in [57] ignores the correla-
tions among sparse strings. Therefore, a symbol-level inner decoding algorithm that
takes advantage of the underlying correlations has been developed in [71], which sig-
nificantly improves the overall performance without inducing obvious complexity in-
crease.
The symbol-level DM inner decoder still computes the P (r|di) via (2.6), while the
computation for the forward and backward metrics takes into account the correlation









B(i+1)n(x(i+1)n)P (di+1)P (r|(i+1)n+x(i+1)nin+xin , x(i+1)n|xin, di)
(2.12)
where P (r|in+xin(i−1)n+x(i−1)n , xin|x(i−1)n, di−1) and P (r|
(i+1)n+x(i+1)n
in+xin
, x(i+1)n|xin, di) are com-
puted similarly as P (r|in+n+xin+nin+xin , xin+n|xin, di) in (2.6).
Further, it has been proved in [72] that
P (r|in+n+xin+nin+xin , xin+n = b|xin = a, di) = P (r|
in+n+xin+n
in+xin
, xin+n = b− a|xin = 0, di).
Therefore, a LUT based implementation of the symbol-level inner decoding algorithm
has been proposed in [72], which computes and stores the probability
P (r|in+n+xin+nin+xin , xin+n = b− a|xin = 0, di)
for every possible combination of r|in+n+xin+nin+xin , di and b − a in a LUT. A sufficiently
large δ is set to limit the size of the LUT to achieve a good performance-complexity
trade-off.
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Figure 2.4: Structure of iterative DM decoder
In addition, the a priori probabilities P (di−1) and P (di+1) in (2.11-2.12) enable
the inner decoder to iteratively admit the extrinsic information from the outer decoder.
Therefore, an iterative decoding structure has been proposed in [72], which is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.4. It has been shown in [72] that the iterative decoding structure with
the LUT based symbol-level inner decoding can significantly improve the overall per-
formance while only induces a small increase in the decoding complexity compared to
the non-iterative counterparts when insertion/deletion probabilities are small.
2.3 LDPC Codes and BP Decoding
LDPC codes were initially proposed by Gallager in 1962 [73] and were mostly forgot-
ten until their capacity-approaching capability was rediscovered by David MacKay in
1996 [74].
An LDPC code C is simply a linear block code specified by an M ×N , M < N ,
parity-check matrix H = [hi,j] that contains mostly zeros and relatively few non-zero
entries. Similar to the conventional linear block codes, the code C is the null space of
H, i.e., x = [x0.x1, x2, · · · , xN−1]T is a valid codeword if and only if Hx = 0. Note
that the rows in H are not necessarily to be linearly independent, as a consequence, the
dimension of code C is K = N − L where L ≤M is the rank of H. In [73], Gallager
proposed constructing a class of regular pseudorandom LDPC codes by randomly se-
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lecting the positions of the nonzero entries in the parity check matrix. However, this
random code design does not guarantee good error performance while most of the good
LDPC codes are generated through exhaustive computer search. Further, the density
evolution [75,76] and extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart [77,78] are proposed
to aid the construction of good LDPC codes.
With Gallager’s iterative BP decoding algorithm that was proposed to efficiently
decode LDPC codes on the Tanner graph [79], binary LDPC codes have exhibited
excellent performance on a large number of different channels [80]. Although many
other LDPC decoding algorithms are available, the BP decoding algorithm is widely
recognized as the standard decoder for LDPC codes and usually used as a benchmark
against which the decoding performance of other decoding schemes are compared.
Further, binary LDPC codes were generalized to finite field GF (q = 2k), k ≥ 1,
in [81]. Non-binary LDPC codes with non-binary BP decoder have demonstrated even
better performance than binary LDPC codes at the expense of relatively high decoding
complexity which is dominated by O(q2). Fortunately, the decoding complexity for
non-binary LDPC codes can be greatly reduced to O(q log2 q) [82] by implementing
the BP decoder using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) based approach of [75]. Due
to its superior error correction performance, both binary and non-binary LDPC codes
have been investigated and considered for BPMR channels [61, 83].
2.4 RS Codes and Iterative Soft-Decision RS Decoding
RS codes are powerful cyclic non-binary linear block codes developed by Irving S.
Reed and Gustave Solomon in 1960 [84], which have been widely used for error con-
trol in both digital communication and data storage systems. Unlike the aforemen-
tioned LDPC codes, RS codes are algebraic codes and thus can be conveniently de-
signed to satisfy specific requirements. A detailed review of the construction of RS
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codes can be found in [85].
Although RS codes are slowly replaced by modern ECCs such as Turbo codes
and LDPC codes in some systems and standards, maximum distance separable (MDS)
RS codes may still be of practical interest for magnetic recording applications since
high rate LDPC and turbo codes may encounter error floors at high SNR due to their
relatively small minimum distance [86]. In magnetic recording, high code rate, high
SNR and extremely low error rate are preferred. Therefore, RS codes may still be
considered since they are maximum distance separable codes and so offer the best
trade-offs between code rate and minimum distance.
Most of the RS decoding algorithms utilized in practical systems are algebraic
hard-decision decoding algorithms with relatively low complexity, e.g., Peterson de-
coding algorithm [87], Berlekamp-Massey decoding algorithm [85]. However, they
cannot make use of the soft channel reliability information, which may cause consid-
erable performance loss in applications where soft-information is available. Further,
inspired by the superior performance of Turbo and LDPC codes owing to the use of
iterative soft-decision decoding, a lot of research effort has been put into the develop-
ment of iterative soft RS decoding algorithms.
In the rest of this section, we will review the iterative algebraic soft-decision list
decoding algorithm developed in [88] that combines two powerful RS decoding algo-
rithms, i.e., the algebraic soft-decision decoding (ASD) algorithm developed by Koet-
ter and Vardy (KV) [89] and iterative adaptive BP (ABP) RS decoding algorithm [90].
The concatenation of ABP followed by ASD is referred to as hybrid ABP-ASD in [88].
2.4.1 The Hybrid ABP-ASD Decoder
As previously stated, the hybrid ABP-ASD decoding algorithm is a powerful iterative
soft-decision RS decoder consisting of the ABP algorithm and ASD algorithm. The
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the hybrid ABP-ASD algorithm.
ABP decoding algorithm is an iterative soft-decision RS decoding algorithm devel-
oped based on BP. In this algorithm, BP with a vertical step damping factor θ runs on
the dense parity-check matrix of a RS code after reducing all its independent columns,
corresponding to the least reliable received bits, to an identity submatrix using Gaus-
sian elimination. The ASD decoding algorithm is developed by adding a multiplicity
assignment scheme for the Guruswami-Sudan (GS) list decoding algorithm of [91].
The structure of the hybrid ABP-ASD algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2.5. As we
can see from the figure, assuming the code used is a q-ary (N,K) RS code, u represents
the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the channel observation which is then processed by
the ABP algorithm to generate an enhanced a posteriori probability matrix Π. In the
ASD decoder, Π is further processed as follows. First, each element of Π will be
multiplied by a positive constant λ and the result round down to the nearest integer
to generate the multiplicity matrix M. The ASD algorithm then constructs a bivariate
polynomial which has qN singularities of order given by M. Finally, by factoring the
bivariate polynomial, we will obtain a list LASD of codeword estimates.
In the iterative hybrid ABP-ASD decoding, there are two kinds of iterations: outer
iterations and inner iterations. The process shown in Fig. 2.5 forms one inner iteration
and at the end of the iteration if LASD is not empty, the codewords in LASD are added
to a global list LG. Each outer iteration starts with a distinct systematization of the
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RS code’s parity-check matrix at the first inner iteration. Assuming that there are N2
parallel outer iteration, each of which performs N1 inner iterations, hence the average
size of LG is at most N1N2, since the average size of LASD is 1 [92].
In this section, we only provide a brief review of the hybrid ABP-ASD algorithm
that is employed as the soft-decision decoder for RS codes in Section 2.5.4. For more
details, see [88–90].
2.5 Advantages of Using RS Codes as Outer Codes in
the DM Construction
In this section, we investigate the performance improvements RS codes as outer codes
could bring when moderate-to-high code rates are considered. First, we analyze the
impact of the choice of the size of outer code alphabet GF (q) and the length n of
each inner binary sparse string si on the average uncertainty of the soft output from
the DM inner decoder. Then we discuss the influence on the overall error performance
that results from changing the outer code in the DM construction from a q-ary (2(q2 −
1), 2(q2 − 1)R) code to a q2-ary (q2 − 1, (q2 − 1)R) code. For the performance
comparison, the original bit-level inner decoding algorithm reviewed in Section 2.2.1
is considered. The terminology used in this section for the IIDS channel and the DM
coding scheme follow the definitions in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
2.5.1 Effective Substitution Error Rate
Recall that in the DM inner decoding, the effective substitution error rate Pf in (2.4)
is a important parameter which denotes the probability that a bit transmitted is not
equal to the corresponding watermark bit. Since the resynchronization ability of the
inner decoder mainly relies on identifying the discontinuity of watermark pattern in the
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received sequence r, it is desirable to minimize Pf . Note that for practical value of ran-
dom substitution error rate Ps and moderate to high-rate applications, Ps is expected to
be a few orders of magnitude smaller than f , hence we can approximate Equation. 2.4
to be Pf ≈ f . Therefore, minimizing f effectively minimizes the effective substitution
error rate of the channel.
The following lemma indicates that if all codewords are equally likely, then the









wherewH(·) computes the Hamming weight and si0 , . . . , siq−1 are the distinct elements
of the sparsifier’s codebook.
Lemma 2.1. If all codewords of an (N,K) code over GF(q) are equally likely, then
each code symbol is uniformly distributed on GF(q).
Proof. Let (c0, c1, . . . , cN−1) = mG where m = (m0,m1, · · · ,mK−1) is a message
vector andG is the generator matrix of the code. Further, letG = [ g0 g1 · · · gN−1 ]
where gi = [ gi,0 gi,1 · · · gi,K−1 ]T is the ith column of G. Then




Obviously, gi cannot be an all-zero vector for all i. Thus, we may assume without loss
of generality that gi,s 6= 0 and so




Given {mi}K−1i=0,i 6=s, there is a one-to-one correspondence between ci and ms. Since
each codeword is equally likely, it follows that ci is uniformly distributed on GF(q)
and {mi}K−1i=0,i 6=s is uniformly distributed on GF(q)K−1. Based on that, the lemma is
immediate.
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Therefore, for a particular sparsifier mapping scheme, the effective substitution
error rate can be computed using (2.13). Based on this approach, we compute the effec-
tive substitution error rates for the watermark code rate Rw = k/n equal to 3/4(4/5)
by increasing q from 8 to 64 (16 to 256). The results are illustrated in Table 2.2 and
from this table, we draw the conclusion that for a fixed watermark code rate, increasing
q reduces the effective substitution error rate.
Table 2.2: Effective substitution error rates for different q and Rw.
Rw = 3/4 Rw = 4/5
q = 8 q = 64 q = 16 q = 256
0.3125 0.2832 0.3125 0.3047
2.5.2 Uncertainty in Inner Decoder’s Output
Since increasing q minimizes the effective substitution error rate, it is expected that
increasing q will improve the quality of the likelihoods generated by the inner decoder.
Note that the outer LDPC decoder is initialized by the likelihoods generated by the
inner decoder, improving the quality of the likelihoods will improve the performance of
the outer decoder. In Fig. 2.6, we plot the average entropy of the likelihoods generated
by the inner decoder as a function of Pi = Pd for those different Rw and q shown in
Table 2.2. These plots were made using a histogram estimate of the distribution of the
likelihoods P (r|ci).
As shown in Fig. 2.6, the average entropy of the likelihoods decreases as q in-
creases for a given watermark code rate and insertion/deletion error rate, which means
the quality of the likelihoods increases with q while Rw and Pi = Pd are fixed. Fig.
2.6 also indicates that using a larger q allows a higher watermark code rate while more
or less preserving the quality of the likelihoods.
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Figure 2.6: Average entropy of the likelihoods P (r|ci) generated by the inner decoder,
as a function of Pi = Pd.
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2.5.3 Implications
From the previous two subsections, we know that for a fixed watermark code rate,
increasing q reduces the effective substitution error rate and improves the quality of
likelihoods generated by the watermark decoder. Therefore, we compare two outer
codes with the same rate and the same length: a q-ary (2(q2 − 1), 2(q2 − 1)R) LDPC
code and a q2-ary (q2 − 1, (q2 − 1)R) RS code. For each DM construction with a
distinct outer code, the inner code rate is fixed to be r, so the length of the sparse
strings is 2(log2 q)/r with RS outer code and (log2 q)/r with LDPC outer code. For
the DM coding scheme with RS code as outer code, the hybrid ABP-ASD decoder is
employed as the outer decoder.
Due to the complexity concern for decoding non-binary LDPC codes using BP
decoder, we hence do not consider GF(q2) for outer LDPC codes for GF(16) is the
biggest alphabet of practical interest for LDPC codes [59]. However, the code alphabet
size of practical interest for RS codes are much larger, such as GF(128) and GF(256)
RS codes are widely used in many applications. Further, since the length of an RS
code is bounded by its alphabet size plus 1 (except for a very limited class of extended
RS code where the length is equal to its alphabet size plus 2) [93], the overall block
length considered in this chapter is relatively short.
Based on our previous analysis, using an outer code constructed over larger Ga-
lois field improves the performance of the inner decoder. We hence conjecture that
q2-ary RS code should have a chance to outperform the equivalent q-ary LDPC code
when used as the outer code in the DM construction. Given the excellent error cor-
rection capability of the LDPC codes, we expect that the DM coding scheme with RS
code as outer code to have better error performance than that with LDPC code as outer
code, when the insertion/deletion error rates are sufficiently low. The reason to have
sufficiently low insertion/deletion error rates is to ensure the frequency of uncertainty
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in the vicinity of insertions/deletions does not outweigh the reduction in effective sub-
stitution error rate. Further, smaller reduction in the effective substitution error rates
indicates lower Pi = Pd are needed to enable the coding scheme with outer RS code
to perform better. Our simulation presented in the next section verifies both assertions
for moderate to high overall code rates Rr.
2.5.4 Simulation Results
According to Section 2.5.3, short and relatively high rate LDPC codes are needed, we
thus use the progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm [94] to construct LDPC codes
for it is known to produce good, short LDPC codes. The maximum number of BP
iterations performed by the outer LDPC code is set to 100. As for the RS hybrid
ABP-ASD algorithm, we set N1 = 20, N2 = 25 and λ = 103, also the ASD is
performed according to [89, Theorem 3] to further speed up the RS code simulations.
The hybrid ABP-ASD algorithm terminates if the transmitted codeword is on the list,
or if the maximum number of iterations N1N2 is reached. For the IIDS channel, we set
Pi = Pd, Ps = 0 as in [57].
1) 64-ary (63, 45) RS code vs. 8-ary (126, 90) LDPC code: The LDPC code here
is an irregular code with column weight 3 and row weights 10 and 11. With a water-
mark code rate of 3/4, an overall code rate of 0.54 and overall block length (in bits)
of 504 are obtained. Further, the effective substitution error rate is 0.2832 for the cod-
ing scheme with the RS outer code and 0.3125 for the coding scheme with the LDPC
outer code. Thus, the reduction ∆1 in the effective substitution error rate obtained by
increasing q from 8 to 64 is 0.0293. Fig. 2.7(a) shows the LDPC code having a coding
gain of about 0.2 dB over the RS code at a FER of 10−4 on an AWGN channel with
BPSK signalling. On the other hand, Fig. 2.7(b) shows the DM coding scheme with
the RS outer code outperforming the coding scheme with the LDPC outer code on the
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(a) FER over AWGN channel with BPSK signaling.















(b) FER over IDS channel.
Figure 2.7: Performance comparison of 64-ary (63,45) RS code and 8-ary (126,90)
LDPC code.
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IIDS channel when Pi = Pd < 7.3× 10−3.
2) 256-ary (255, 239) RS code vs. 16-ary (510, 478) LDPC code: The LDPC
code here is an irregular code with column weight 3 and row weights 47 and 48. With
a watermark code rate of 4/5, an overall code rate of 0.75 and overall block length
(in bits) of 2550 are obtained. Further, the effective substitution error rate is 0.3047
for the coding scheme with the RS outer code and 0.3125 for the coding scheme with
the LDPC outer code. Thus, the reduction ∆2 in the effective substitution error rate
obtained by increasing q from 16 to 256 is 0.0078, which is smaller than that in the
previous case. Fig. 2.8(a) shows the LDPC code having a coding gain of about 0.3
dB over the RS code at a FER of 10−4 on an AWGN channel with binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) signaling. On the other hand, Fig. 2.8(b) shows the DM coding scheme
with the RS outer code outperforming the coding scheme with the LDPC outer code on
the IIDS channel when Pi = Pd < 2× 10−4 which is less than 7.3× 10−3, as expected
since ∆2 < ∆1.
We note that although the hybrid ABP-ASD decoder is a list decoder, it is still
fair to say that below a certain insertion/deletion error rate, the coding schemes with
an RS outer code outperform the corresponding coding schemes with an LDPC outer
code. This is because the average global list size decreases monotonically with the
insertion/deletion error rate and is therefore close to 1 below a certain error rate. For
example, when applied to the above coding scheme with the 64-ary (63, 45) RS outer
code, the average size of LG is 7.18, 1.66 and 1.01 when Pi = Pd is 6×10−3, 4×10−3
and 2 × 10−3, respectively. Further, when applied to the coding scheme involving the
256-ary (255, 239) RS outer code, the average size of LG is 1.35 when Pi = Pd =
4 × 10−4 and so is already close to 1 even at insertion/deletion error rates above the
point where the two FER curves in Fig. 2.8(b) cross over.
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(a) FER over AWGN channel with BPSK signaling.
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In this chapter, we propose to use RS codes in place of LDPC codes as outer codes
in the DM coding scheme along with the iterative hybrid ABP-ASD RS decoder for
moderate to high-rate applications involving relatively short block length.
We show that for a fixed watermark code rate, the effective substitution error
rate decreases as the code alphabet size of the outer code increases. In addition, we
eliminate the influence of the outer code and measure the quality of the likelihoods
generated by the inner decoder by computing the average entropy of these likelihoods.
We observe that for a given watermark code rate, the uncertainty also decreases as
the code alphabet size of the outer code increases. Furthermore, in view of the fact
that the code alphabet size of practical interest for RS codes are larger than that of
LDPC codes, we thus consider two realizations of the DM coding scheme having the
same length and same code rate: one employs q-ary (2(q2 − 1), 2(q2 − 1)R) LDPC
code and the other one uses a q2-ary (q2 − 1, (q2 − 1)R) RS code. We further show
that when insertion and deletion probabilities are sufficiently small, the latter offers




The Davey-MacKay Coding Scheme
for BPMR Write Channels with
Data-Dependent Insertion, Deletion
and Substitution Errors
Recall that the presence of WIEs in the BPMR write process is a unique and major
challenge which dramatically limits the overall performance of BPMR systems [12].
Intensive research effort has focused on statistically characterizing and modeling WIEs
- see [12, 31, 34]. Since the actual write process in BPMR is extremely complicated
and there are many factors that may affect the writing performance, a simplified write
channel model that captures sufficient characteristics of the WIEs would be of practical
interest for the development and evaluation of ECCs designed to handle WIEs.
In some early research works, the insertion and deletion errors caused by mis-
synchronization between the write head and the intended islands were ignored to facili-
tate the performance analysis of a BPMR system under some detection/coding scheme,
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e.g., the write process in BPMR was simplified to be a BSC in [60, 61]. The IIDS
channel model introduced in the Section 2.1 has also been used to model the WIEs in
BPMR, e.g., in [68,95], an extension of the IIDS channel where the substitution errors
are generated by an independent BSC, was considered.
Further, simulations and experiments of the BPMR recording process reveal that
WIEs are actually data-dependent and the write channel therefore has memory. In [30],
a probabilistic write channel model driven by binary state processes was proposed to
model some data dependency between WIEs. By taking the channel state process
to be a Bernoulli or first-order binary Markov process, this channel produces errors
resembling substitution errors or paired insertion-deletion errors with the inserted bit
being identical to the last written bit - a phenomenon that occurs when the timing errors
are sufficiently large and the write head field spans several consecutive islands in the
along-track direction. However, this write channel model still has its limits in capturing
some of the characteristics of WIEs while modeling the BPMR write process.
In this chapter, we will first review the data-dependent characteristics of WIEs
that have been reported in the existing literature. Then based on the review, we pro-
pose a new write channel model which introduces dependent insertion, deletion and
substitution (DIDS) errors as would occur in an actual BPMR system. Further, we
modify the DM inner decoder to suit the DIDS channel model and propose a scheme
to efficiently reduce the complexity required by the inner decoder. The performance of
the DM coding scheme under iterative and non-iterative decoding on the DIDS chan-
nel are presented. Our simulation results are indicative of how well the DM coding
scheme will perform in an actual BPMR system, when the SNR of the read channel is
sufficiently high to enable the channel detector to compensate for all impairments of
the read channel.
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3.1 Data-Dependent Characteristics of WIEs in BPMR
In BPMR, the combined effect of random island position jitter and variations in the
switching field of the islands, is a localized random phase drift between the desired
write window and the actual switching position of each island. This localized random
phase drift introduces random substitution errors in the writing process [29]. Random
substitution errors are also caused by dead islands, i.e., bits with effective switching
field exceeding the maximum applied write field [34]. Moreover, the combined effect
of mechanical vibration and variations in spindle spin, is a long term slow phase drift
which, if not compensated for, will accumulate to a point leading to an insertion or
deletion [29].
Remarkably, insertions and deletions occur in pairs, a phenomenon resulting from
the frequency mismatch between the islands and the write head, or a group of islands
being separated further apart than usual or having larger switching fields [30]. In
other words, paired insertions and deletions are a result of the combined effect of
the aforementioned localized random phase drift and long term slow phase drift. We
note that [29, TABLE I] presents experimental data pertaining to synchronization error
pairs whereby synchronization is first lost due to a deletion and subsequently regained
following an insertion, and vice-versa.
The tendency of the actual write clock to both accumulate and self-correct has
been observed by Keele in [62], which also leads to paired insertions and deletions.
It has been further verified by the simulations in [62] that the paired insertions and
deletions can average over more than four per sector run with equal probability when
the standard deviation of the write clock is equal to 0.1% and the sector lengths is 32
Kbits, which implies an insertion/deletion error rate at the order of 10−3. In addition,
the accumulated phase drifts at the end of each sector are below 1/4 of an island period,
we hence can expect that the instantaneous phase drift (which is a combination of a
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short-term localized phase drift and accumulated phase drfit [29]) will rarely exceed
1.5 times an island period, which implies that with high probability, the write channel
inserts/deletes one bit for each insertion/deletion event.
Moreover, it is noted in [30] that since the magnetic write field influences multi-
ple adjacent islands along the down-track direction at any time, the occurrence of an
insertion corresponds to a particular island being skipped rather than overwritten by
the intended write field. Consequently, the inserted bit is typically the same as the pre-
vious recorded bit. (The inserted bit may be different from the previous recorded bit if
e.g., the switching field of the island to which the inserted bit is written is larger than
the write head field.)
Finally, it is noted in [37] that the magnetic write field may be too weak to write
a number of islands before and after an insertion or deletion. This results in bursts of
substitution errors before and after a synchronization error. The bursts of substitution
errors complicate the code designs, and was thus not considered in [37]. According
to [37], insertion and deletion errors are induced by the mismatch ∆f between the ac-
tual write clock frequency f and the ideal write clock frequency f0, as shown in Fig.
3.1. In addition, it was reported in [29] that ∆f = |f0 − f | is a long-term steady phase
drift, hence it can be considered constant within a number of bits around each synchro-
nization error. Further, according to [33, Fig. 4], the error rate of a certain bit island
not being successfully recorded is relatively high and almost the same, when the bit
island gets too close, e.g., less than θ/f0, ( θ < 0.5), to the previous/next write window.
Apparently, there are about d(0.5 − θ)f/∆fe bits before and after each synchroniza-
tion error that seriously diverge from the center of their intended write windows and
are hence subjected to burst substitution errors. Therefore, the maximum burst error
lengths before and after each synchronization error are considered to be the same in
this thesis. In addition, the overall BPMR system may fail if the length of the burst
errors are too long. However, we note that on one hand, a faster accumulation of phase
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Figure 3.1: Modeling insertion and deletion errors that are surrounded by burst substi-
tution errors.
drift leads to higher insertion/deletion rates as the number of bits needed to accumulate
to the point of generating an insertion/deletion error is d0.5f/∆fe, which decreases in
∆f . On the other hand, a faster accumulation of phase drift shortens the burst error
length as d(0.5 − θ)f/∆fe, which also decreases in ∆f . In other words, shorter burst
error lengths may be traded for higher insertion/deletion rates, which implies that the
ECCs developed for BPMR systems should expect relatively high insertion and dele-
tion rates.
The DIDS channel model proposed to mimic the BPMR write process in the next
section will capture all these aforementioned data-dependencies of WIEs.
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Figure 3.2: The DIDS channel model. The input is {Xi} and the output from the
ternary Markov channel model is {Xi−Zi} which feeds to the two-state BSC to yield
the final output {Yi}.
3.2 The DIDS Channel Model
Our DIDS channel model is a composite channel consisting of a ternary Markov state
channel followed by a two-state BSC as shown in Fig. 3.2. The ternary Markov state
channel produces insertions and deletions that occur in pairs such that the inserted bit
is the same as the last input bit. The output of this channel is fed to the two-state BSC
which models substitution errors that occur randomly, as well as in bursts of length
at most L before and after each synchronization error. Throughout, let X = {Xi} be
the binary input sequence to the DIDS channel, Y = {Yi} the corresponding channel
output, and Z = {Zi} the state sequence of the ternary Markov state channel. We refer
to {Zi} as the channel state sequence as in [30].
3.2.1 Modeling Insertion-Deletion & Deletion-Insertion Pairs
The ternary Markov channel in the DIDS channel model is an extension of the binary
Markov state channel model of [30]. For the binary Markov state channel, the channel
state sequence, which we denote by Z, is a stationary first-order Markov state with
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Zi ∈ {0, 1} and initial state 0. Given the input-output relationship on this channel, i.e.,
Yi = Xi−Zi , (3.1)
it is easy to see that an insertion at time i is induced by the state transition Zi−1 = 0→
Zi = 1 while a deletion at time i is induced by the state transition Zi−1 = 1→ Zi = 0.
Moreover, the inserted bit is the same as the last input bit. More importantly, note that
synchronization is lost due to an insertion and subsequently regained when a deletion
occurs.
To allow for synchronization to be lost due to a deletion and subsequently re-
gained when an insertion occurs, we take Z to be a stationary Markov process with
Zi ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and initial state 0. Then from (3.1), we see that two additional state
transitions introduce synchronization errors. Specifically, a deletion at time i is induced
by the state transition Zi−1 = 0→ Zi = −1, while an insertion at time i is induced by
the state transition Zi−1 = −1→ Zi = 0. We will refer to an insertion-deletion (resp.,
deletion-insertion) pair as a positive (resp., negative) cycle.
Only one bit can be deleted at any one time in the DIDS channel model. Therefore
we have Pr(Zi = −1|Zi−1 = 1) = 0. Further, the inserted bit in the output of
the ternary Markov channel is the same as the last input bit. We thus set Pr(Zi =
1|Zi−1 = −1) = 0. We nevertheless do not allow the same bit to be inserted twice.
Therefore, we also set Pr(Zi = 1|Zi−1 = 0, Zi−2 = −1) = 0. Consequently, we let
Pr(Zi = 0|Zi−1 = −1, Zi−2) = Pr(Zi = 1|Zi−1 = 0, Zi−2 6= −1) = PI ,Pr(Zi =
0|Zi−1 = 1, Zi−2) = Pr(Zi = −1|Zi−1 = 0, Zi−2) = PD, where PI and PD are the
insertion and deletion probabilities, respectively. Hence, Z is a stationary second-order
Markov process.
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3.2.2 Modeling Substitution Errors
Recall, the output of the ternary Markov channel feeds into a two-state BSC. The
cross-over probability associated with the input Xi−Zi to the BSC at time i is pi. The
two states of the BSC are specified by two different cross-over probabilities PR and
PB. Strictly speaking, the BSC produces only random substitution errors. However,
by taking PR to be small (e.g. 10−3) and PB to be large (e.g. 10−1), we assume that
the two-state BSC produces random substitution errors when pi = PR and burst-like
substitution errors when pi = PB. Henceforth, we will simply write burst substitution
errors instead of burst-like substitution errors for brevity. Note that the two-state BSC
is similar to the Gilbert-Elliot channel model [96] in the sense that the cross-over prob-
abilities of both channel models are dictated by a stationary Markov process. However,
while the Markov process in the DIDS channel model is a ternary process, the Markov
process in the Gilbert-Elliot channel is a binary process. Despite this difference, the
two-state BSCs in both the DIDS channel and the Gilbert-Elliot channel can be used
to model burst errors by choosing a suitably large cross-over probability for the “bad”
state.
Whether the BSC produces random or burst substitution errors depends on the
channel state sequence Z. We are not aware of any paper in the literature that con-
siders the length of the burst errors before and after a synchronization error. Thus,
for simplicity, we model a burst of substitution errors of length at most L before
and after a synchronization error at time i as follows. For an insertion at time i, let
pi′ = PB for i′ ∈ {i − L, · · · , i + L}. Similarly, for a deletion at time i, let pi′ = PB
for i′ ∈ {i − L, · · · , i + L − 1}. We refer to the set {i − L, · · · , i + L} (resp.,
{i − L, · · · , i + L − 1}) as the vicinity of an insertion (resp., deletion) at time i. The
apparent asymmetry in the definition of the vicinity of an insertion and the vicinity of a
deletion is a direct consequence of the above assumption. Other bits that are not in the
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vicinity of any synchronization errors are transmitted through the BSC with pi = PR.
Unlike the binary Markov channel model of [30] wherein the inserted bit is iden-
tical to the last input bit with probability 1, the inserted bit in our channel model is
identical to the last input bit with probability 1− PB. Our rationale is as follows. In a
BPMR system, an insertion is due to severe misalignment between the intended writing
window and the actual switching position of each island. The burst errors occurring
before and after an insertion, are similarly due to this severe misalignment. Since the
inserted bit is at the center of the region of severe misalignment, we therefore subject
the inserted bit to a substitution error probability of PB in our channel model.
The (overall) substitution error rate PS of the DIDS channel can be approximated
as
PS ≈ PR + 8
3
· PI(PB − PR)L− 2PIPB
2L∑
i=1
(1− PI)i−1PI(2L− i) + 2
3
PIPB (3.2)
where the state transition −1 → 0 → 1 is assumed to be allowed to simplify the
computation. In Fig. 3.3, we show that the approximation is very accurate for L =
0, · · · , 5 and PI ≤ 2× 10−2.
An example for DIDS channel with L = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
3.3 Applying the DM Construction to the DIDS Chan-
nel Model
In this section, we apply the DM construction to the DIDS channel model with a mod-
ified inner decoding scheme. The modified inner decoding scheme takes into account
and takes advantages of the data-dependencies of errors introduced by the DIDS chan-
nel. It is also capable of taking in soft extrinsic information from the outer decoder to
further improve the overall performance.
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Figure 3.3: Numerical overall substitution error rates obtained via simulations and
corresponding overall substitution error rates computed by (3.2).
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the DIDS channel model. The arrow shows how the input
bits map into the received sequence Y according to the channel state sequence Z.
Inserted (resp., deleted) bits are indicated by gray (resp., dashed) square. Crosses in the
figure denote the received bits resulting from substitution errors. The burst substitution
errors in the vicinity of an insertion and vicinity of a deletion are indicated by I and
D, respectively. The initial state of Z is denoted by (0).
The DM coding scheme considered in this section is the same as that reviewed in
Section 2.2. However, the overall codeword input to the DIDS channel is now denoted
by X = {Xi}Nn−1i=0 to be consistent with Fig. 3.2.
3.3.1 Modifying the Inner Decoder
Recall that the channel state sequence Z in the DIDS channel is a second-order Markov
process. The received sequence corresponding to the input bit Xi depends on
{Zi−1, Zi, Zi+1}.
Further, in order to identify whether the received sequence is transmitted through the
two-state BSC with cross-over probability PR or PB, L channel states before Zi−1 and
after Zi+1 need to be considered. Therefore, we define
vi , (Zi−1−L, · · · , Zi, · · · , Zi+1+L)
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the 16 valid SCSWs for L = 0.
and refer to vi as a sliding channel state window (SCSW). We say that vi is a valid
SCSW if Pr(Zt+1|Zt, Zt−1) 6= 0, for t = i− L, · · · , i+ L.
Fig. 3.5 shows three ternary trees for L = 0, where each node is a channel state
and each tree follows the second-order Markov process Z. Consequently, each root-
to-leaf path corresponds to a valid SCSW and we have 16 valid SCSWs in total when
L = 0. Moreover, we can generate all valid SCSWs for arbitrary L using those three
basic ternary trees.
It is easy to see that V = {vi} is a stationary first-order Markov process such that
Pr(vi|vi−1) = Pr(Zi+L+1|Zi+L, Zi+L−1). (3.3)
The initial state of V is set to be (0, · · · , 0).
Further, let the subsequence (Y0, · · · , Yfi(vi)) of Y correspond to the input subse-
quence (X0, · · · , Xi). One checks that
fi(vi) =

i+ 1 if Zi+1 = 1
i− 1 if Zi = −1
i otherwise.
Thus, the difference between the number of bits that enter the channel, and the
corresponding number of bits received, is either −1, 0 or 1. Consequently, to identify
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the received bits needed by the inner decoder.
the boundaries of the received sequence corresponding to the codeword {Xi}Nn−1i=0 , the
inner decoder needs to take into account the received bits spanning Y−1 and YNn, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
Denoting the subsequence (Ya, · · · , Yb) of Y by Yba, the probability of receiving







1 if u = 0
Pr(Yfi−1(vi−1)+1|Xi)
·(Pr(Yfi(vi)|Xi))u−1 if u > 0,
(3.4)
where u = fi(vi)− fi−1(vi−1) denotes the number of bits received due to Xi entering
the channel and
Pr(Yj|Xi) =
 pj if Yj 6= Xi1− pj otherwise, (3.5)
where Yj is the received version of Xi and pj the corresponding cross-over probability
of the two-state BSC. Given vi, Yj can be easily located in Y and the corresponding pj
determined by checking whether Yj is in the vicinity of a synchronization error or not.
Then, the likelihood Pr(Y|ci), which will serve as input to the outer (i.e., LDPC)
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−1 ,vin−1 = ρ1) (3.7)
Bi(ρ2) = Pr(Y
Nn
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)+1|v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2) (3.8)
Mi(ρ1, ρ2, di) = Pr(Y
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 ,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|di,vin−1 = ρ1). (3.9)
The likelihood functions Fi(ρ1), Bi(ρ2) and Mi(ρ1, ρ2, di) are the forward, backward
and middle metrics, respectively.
To compute the forward and backward metrics, we adopt the approach of [71,
Section III] as it enables the inner decoder to admit soft information from the outer
decoder for iterative decoding. Similar to [71, Equation (10)], the forward metric




[Fi−1(ρ0) · Pr(di−1) ·Mi−1(ρ0, ρ1, di−1)] . (3.10)




[Bi+1(ρ3) · Pr(di+1) ·Mi+1(ρ2, ρ3, di+1)] . (3.11)
Since the boundaries of the received version of the transmitted codeword is uncer-
tain, the initial values for F0(v−1) andBN−1(vNn−1) are set to be equal for all possible
values of v−1 and vNn−1.
Finally, the middle metric Mi(ρ1, ρ2, di) can be calculated by fixing
(Xin, · · · , X(i+1)n−1)
according to di and performing a forward pass between vin−1 = ρ1 and v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2
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as follows:
Mi(ρ1, ρ2, ci) = Pr(Y
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 ,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|ci,vin−1 = ρ1)
= Pr(Y
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 ,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|X
(i+1)n−1






fin−1(ρ1)+1 ,v(i+1)n−2 = ρi2,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|X
(i+1)n−1







,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|X(i+1)n−1,v(i+1)n−2 = ρi2)
·Pr(Yf(i+1)n−2(ρi2)fin−1(ρ1)+1 ,v(i+1)n−2 = ρi2|X
(i+1)n−2
in ,vin−1 = ρ1)

Further, the LUT approach of [72] can be adopted to significantly reduce the computational-
complexity of the modified inner decoder by computing and storing all possible middle
metrics in a LUT, since they do not change for a fixed DIDS channel.
3.3.2 Reduced-Complexity Inner Decoding
The computational complexity of the inner decoder is O(N2s ) where Ns is the total
number of valid SCSWs considered by the decoder. TABLE 3.1 summarizes Ns for
L = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in the second column. Evidently, for L ≥ 2, the large number of
valid SCSWs renders the complexity of the inner decoder too high for practical use.
Table 3.1: Number of valid SCSWs for L = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 with Tmax = 1, 2.
L Ns Ns with Tmax = 1 Ns with Tmax = 2
0 16 11 16
1 85 19 52
2 447 29 112
3 2345 35 196
4 12291 43 304
5 64147 51 436
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To reduce the complexity of the inner decoder described in Section III-B, we first













I · P ba/2cD
if an insertion occurs before a deletion. In either case, this probability decreases expo-
nentially fast as a increases. Thus, the complexity of the inner decoder can be reduced
by only considering the valid SCSWs that have a small number of state transitions.
To this end, let Tmax denote the maximum number of state transitions contained
in a valid SCSW to be considered by the inner decoder. The third and forth columns
of TABLE I give the number of valid SCSWs to be considered by the inner decoder
for L = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and Tmax = 1, 2. Clearly, the complexity of the inner decoder
is significantly reduced by setting Tmax to be equal to 1 or 2. In Section IV, we will
show that the performance degradation resulting from setting Tmax = 1 is negligible
for L = 0, 1 at least.
3.3.3 Iterative Decoding
The forward and backward metric recursive formulas enable the inner decoder to admit
extrinsic information from the outer decoder to be fed back to the inner decoder to form
an iterative decoder. Specifically, the extrinsic information will be used to improve
the prior probability Pr(di) in (5) and (6). We compute the extrinsic information as
prescribed by the iterative decoding structure in Fig. 2.4.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we analyze the distribution of the length (in bits) of negative and posi-
tive cycles in the DIDS channel. We then investigate the frame error rate (FER) perfor-
mance of the DM scheme with and without iterative decoding over the DIDS channel.
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Finally, the FER performance of applying reduced-complexity inner decoder for DIDS
channels with L > 0 is illustrated.
Since the insertions and deletions occur in pairs in the DIDS channel, the insertion
and deletion error rates should be the same after transmitting a large number of bits.
Thus, we set PI = PD in the following simulations.
3.4.1 Distribution of the Length of Negative/Positive Cycles
The respective length distributions of the negative and positive cycles with PI = PD =
0.01 are shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8. Since PI = PD, the two distributions are
almost the same. In addition, the occurrence of negative and positive cycle decreases
exponentially as the length increases. This coincides with the experimental data in [29,
TABLE I].
3.4.2 FER Performance on the DIDS Channel
In the following simulations, we fix PR = 0.001 and PB = 0.1. Further, we use a fixed
DM code for which the outer code is a (999,888) LDPC code over GF(16), and the
rate for the inner code is 4/5. Thus, the overall codeword length (in bits) is 4995 and
the overall code rate is 0.71. A BP decoder is used as the outer decoder. Under non-
iterative decoding, the maximum number of BP iterations is set to 60. For the inner
decoder, we switch between the modified inner decoder described in Section 3.3.1, the
reduced-complexity variant described in Section 3.3.2, and the inner decoder of [71],
which we refer to inner decoder A, inner decoder B and inner decoder C, respectively.
As in Section 3.3.3, iterative decoding with the BP decoder and inner decoder C is
realized using the iterative decoding structure in Fig. 2.4. Iterations between the inner
and outer decoder stop when a valid codeword is found or the maximum number of
iterations is reached. Henceforth, an iteration between the inner and outer decoder will
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Figure 3.7: Positive cycle rate vs. Positive cycle length.
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Figure 3.8: Negative cycle rate vs. Negative cycle length.
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be referred to as an outer iteration to distinguish it from the BP iterations of the outer
decoder.
Fig. 3.9 shows the FER performance when inner decoder A is deployed, with and
without iterative decoding for L = 0. Fig. 3.10 presents the FER performance when
inner decoder C is deployed for the same value of L. For these simulations, the max-
imum number of BP iterations, β, and the maximum number of outer iterations, α,
are varied such that αβ = 60. Clearly, inner decoder A yields superior performance
compared to inner decoder C. For instance, with iterative decoding, a FER of 10−4
is achieved with inner decoder C when PI = PD = 6.0 × 10−3. Remarkably, for the
same insertion/deletion rate, inner decoder A yields almost the same FER performance
without iterative decoding. This outcome is as expected since inner decoder C ignores
the dependencies between the synchronization errors. Fig. 3.9 also shows that itera-
tive decoding provides substantial performance improvement, although there is hardly
any improvement beyond 6 outer iterations. To understand why this is so, we plot in
Fig. 3.11 histograms showing the number of codewords corrected as a function of the
number of outer iterations performed for the three values of (α, β) shown in Fig. 3.9,
when PI = PD = 0.01. As Fig. 3.11 shows, most codewords can be corrected within
the first three outer iterations, indicating a fast convergence of the iterative decoder to
a reliable codeword estimate.
Next, we switch to inner decoder B and vary Tmax between 1 and 2L+2 to demon-
strate that the performance degradation resulting from setting Tmax = 1 is negligible
for L = 0, 1, as previously claimed. We are unable to do the same for L ≥ 2 as the
prohibitively large values of Ns corresponding to Tmax = 2L + 2 (as shown in the
second column of TABLE I), render the complexity of the inner decoder too high for
simulations to be performed. Note that when Tmax = 2L + 2, no valid SCSWs are
ignored by inner decoder B and so this inner decoder is identical to inner decoder A
in this case. Following [57, Section B of Appendix], we measure the quality of the
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α = 3, β = 20
α = 6, β = 10
α = 10, β = 6
Figure 3.9: FER performance under iterative and non-iterative decoding over the DIDS
channel with inner decoder A for L = 0.
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Figure 3.10: FER performance under iterative and non-iterative decoding over the



































































α = 3, β =20 α = 6, β =10
α = 10, β =6
Figure 3.11: Number of codewords corrected vs. Number of outer iterations performed
with inner decoder A for PI = PD = 0.01 and L = 0.
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estimates of the outer code symbols generated by inner decoder B by computing the
average entropy of its output likelihoods Pr(Y|ci). Fig. 3.12(a) plots the average en-
tropy of these likelihoods against PI = PD for 1 ≤ Tmax ≤ 2L + 2 and L = 0, 1.
As these plots show, setting Tmax = 1 does not significantly affect the quality of the
outer code symbols estimates. Fig. 3.12(b) shows the FER performance we obtained
for 1 ≤ Tmax ≤ 2L + 2, L = 0, 1 and (α, β) = (1, 60). Evidently, setting Tmax = 1
does not have a significant impact on performance. In view of Fig. 3.12(a), this is not
surprising.
Since independent and uniformly distributed (i.u.d) input process is assumed in
our simulations, we investigate the symmetric information rate (SIR) [30] of the DIDS
channel, which is a channel capacity lower bound obtained by assuming i.u.d input to a
channel. A detailed derivation and discussion on the lower and upper channel capacity
bounds for the DIDS channel with stationary and ergodic (SaE) input processes is
given in Appendix A. In Fig. 3.13, we present the SIR for the DIDS channel with
L = 0, 1 and SIR upper and lower bounds for L = 2. As this figure shows, increasing
L from 0 to 1 significantly reduces the SIR while further increasing L from 1 to 2 does
not cause as significant a loss in SIR, which implies that further reduction in SIR due
to the increase in L actually decreases for larger values of L. We also observe that
the loss in SIR caused by increasing L is negligible when insertion/deletion error rates
are small(e.g., ≤ 10−2), which implies that a large L may be efficiently handled by
employing appropriate codes with only a slight reduction in the code rate especially
when the insertion and deletion rates are relatively low. Further, we observe that the
SIR for L = 0, 1 decreases dramatically by increasing PI = PD from 0 to about 0.01.
This coincides with the waterfall region for the performance of DM coding scheme
shown in Fig. 3.12(b).
To conclude this section, we report in Fig. 11, the FER performance under it-
erative decoding with inner decoder B for Tmax = 1, L = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and (α, β) =
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Figure 3.12: (a) Average entropy of the likelihoods Pr(Y|ci) generated by inner de-
coder B, as a function of PI = PD, for 1 ≤ Tmax ≤ 2L + 2 and L = 0, 1; (b) FER
performance under non-iterative decoding with inner B for the different values of Tmax
and L considered in part (a).
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L = 2: SIR Upper Bound
L = 2: SIR Lower Bound
Figure 3.13: Symmetric information rate for the DIDS channel with independent and
uniformly distributed input for L = 0, 1, 2.
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Figure 3.14: FER performance under iterative decoding with inner decoder B for L =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Tmax = 1 and (α, β) = (10, 10).
(10, 10). Fig. 11 shows that for low insertion/deletion rates (e.g. ≤ 10−3) and short
burst error lengths (i.e., ≤ 5) before and after a synchronization error, FERs below
10−5 are achievable with inner decoder B under iterative decoding.
3.5 Conclusion
We have proposed a DIDS channel model, which consists of a ternary Markov chan-
nel and a two-state BSC, to mimic the write channel of a BPMR system. The ternary
Markov state channel produces insertions and deletions that occur in pairs such that the
inserted bit is the same as the last input bit, while the two-state BSC generates substi-
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tution errors that occur randomly, as well as in bursts in the vicinity of synchronization
errors. We have further modified the inner decoder of the DM construction to make it
applicable to our channel model. With the reduced-complexity variant of our modified
inner decoder and its ability to accept soft information from the outer decoder, our
investigations show that DM construction is a promising coding scheme for the DIDS
channel where synchronization errors are relatively sparse and burst error lengths are
relatively short. To complete the investigation, the channel capacity lower bounds of




BPMR Channels with Written-In
Error Correction and ITI Mitigation
Recall, a BPMR channel can be modeled as a concatenation of two independent sub-
channels – a noisy write channel and a PR read channel. In Chapter 3, we have pro-
posed the DIDS channel model to mimic the write process found in an actual BPMR
system. To protect data from WIEs, the DM coding scheme was applied to the DIDS
channel with a modified inner decoding algorithm. For simplicity, the read channel
was assumed to have sufficiently high SNR such that the read channel detector can
compensate for all impairments introduced in the readback process. In other words,
the read channel was assumed to be perfect without any noise. However, this assump-
tion is not realistic and raising the SNR alone does not necessarily reduce the effects
of ISI, ITI and media noise [29, 34, 60]. In this chapter, we hence investigate the error
performance of the DM coding scheme with various read channel detection schemes
on BPMR write-read channels.
As very high areal densities require the track pitch to be very small, ITI arises as
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another impairment besides ever-increasing ISI, which if not well compensated, will
significantly degrade the performance of the readback process. ITI and ISI form the
2D interference in BPMR read process, hence the 2D response of an isolated bit is-
land is required to model the 2D interference. Although the actual pulse response is
only known by only a few HDD manufacturers, researchers have developed methods
to obtain the numerical 2D pulse response by applying 3D reciprocity integral with re-
spect to the magnetic potential of a magneto-resistive (MR) or giant magneto-resistive
(GMR) head located directly over the center of an island [62, 63, 97].
Recall that ITI in staggered BPMR is reduced compared to that in rectangular
BPMR at the same areal density, for the bits in staggered BPMR are not aligned with
the bits in neighboring tracks. However, the presence of WIEs is a common challenge
faced by both BPMR systems. For simplicity, we first investigate in this chapter the
detection and decoding on rectangular BPMR channels with WIE correction and ITI
mitigation. The investigation of detection and decoding on staggered BPMR channels
with WIE correction and ITI mitigation will be presented in the next chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the method to model
the 2D pulse response of an individual bit island will be reviewed. Further, we will de-
velop detection-decoding schemes to recover data encoded by the DM coding scheme
on rectangular BPMR write-read channels, while the channel detection schemes con-
sidered range from SE detection to MTD with 2D equalization.
4.1 Two-Dimensional Pulse response of Isolated Bit Is-
land
To obtain the 2D pulse response of an isolated island, we follow the method proposed
in [63] and consider the 3D geometry of a GMR/MR read head being centered directly
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over a square island of length a and thickness σ, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The per-
pendicular magnetization of the island is assumed to be uniform with strength M . The
read head consists of two side shields and a sensing element of length L and width W .
The sensing element is assumed to have semi-infinite height and unit magnetic poten-
tial. The flight height of the sensing element over the surface of the magnetic island
is denoted by d. The two non-magnetic shields are placed at a distance of G from the
sensing element and assumed to have semi-infinite dimensions in both along-track and
across-track directions to completely shield the sensing element from stray magnetic
flux. The SUL which was introduced in PMR to allow the use of a stronger write field
is also considered for BPMR, which is assumed to have semi-infinite dimensions cou-
pled with infinite magnetic permeability. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the influence of SUL
in the magnetic flux can be modeled as a mirror image of the read sensor beneath the
island [63]. In Fig. 4.1, x,y,z represent the along-track, perpendicular and across-track
directions, respectively.
The voltage of the readback signal V (x, z) yielded by the MR/GMR element
sensing the magnetization of the individual island is proportional to the 2D magnetic
flux φ(x, z) injected into the sensor at its air bearing surface (ABS), i.e., V (x, z) =
Cφ(x, z) where C is a constant.
The 2D magnetic flux φ(x, z) can be computed by a 3D evaluation of the reci-



















where µ0 is the permeability of free space, i is the current in the imaginary coil,
Ψ(x, y, z) is the magnetic potential. The perpendicular magnetization of the medium
My is limited to the areal of the island, i.e.,
My =
 M , when − 0.5a ≤ x, z ≤ 0.5a, σ ≤ y ≤ σ + d0 , otherwise. (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of MR/GMR read head sensing an individual square island of
length a and thickness σ.
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Hence, ∂My(x˜−x,y˜,z˜−z)
∂y˜
in (4.1) is simply two impulse functions. Consider the counter









dz˜{M(x˜− x, z˜ − z) [Ψ(x˜, y˜ = d, z˜)−Ψ(x˜, y˜ = d+ 2δ, z˜)]}.(4.3)
According to [52], the magnetic potential Ψ(x, y, z) is computed by








[(x− x˜)2 + y2 + (z − z˜)2]1.5dx˜dz˜ (4.4)
where Φs is the magnetic potential on the head surface and can be approximated by [97]
Ψs(x, z) =

(G+ 0.5L+ x)/G if −G− 0.5L ≤ x < −0.5L,−0.5W ≤ z < 0.5W
1 if− 0.5L ≤ x < −0.5L,−0.5W ≤ z < 0.5W
(G+ 0.5L− x)/G if 0.5L ≤ x < G+ 0.5L,−0.5W ≤ z < 0.5W
0 elsewhere.
(4.5)
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(x− x˜)2 + y2 + (z − z˜)2.
Substitute (4.6) into (4.1), we can compute the 2D magnetic flux φ(x, z) numeri-
cally for any head and medium configuration represented by Fig. 4.1.
It has been observed in [63] that the 2D pulse response for some head and medium
configurations can be well fitted by a 2D Gaussian pulse














4.2 Rectangular BPMR Channel Model
where A is the peak amplitude, c =
√
2 ln 2, PW50−along, PW50−across are the widths
of the numerical replay response of each island at half the peak amplitude in the along-
track and cross-track directions, respectively. This approximation can dramatically
reduce the computational-complexity required for modeling the read channel.
4.2 Rectangular BPMR Channel Model
The BPMR channel model considered here is a composite channel consisting of a
DIDS write channel introduced in Section 3.2 followed by a 2D-equalized read channel
with 2D optimized GPR target, as shown in Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), respectively. In this
thesis, we focus on the mitigation of 2D ISI in the presence of WIEs and electronic
noise, hence we simplify our channel model by assuming that there is no track mis-
registration (TMR) or media noise. In Fig. 4.2(a), Xi ∈ {−1,+1} is the data intended
to be recorded while ai is the actual data written on the disk. In Fig. 4.2(b), aj,k ∈
{−1,+1} represents the kth bit recorded on track j with track 0 being the center track.
Tracks −2,−1, 0, 1 and 2 are sensed with three read heads on tracks −1, 0 and 1.
In addition, f , w0 (resp., g, w1) are the optimized GPR target and equalizer for the
center track (resp., sidetracks), respectively. The symmetry of the read channel is
exploited to simplify the channel model whereby instead of considering each individual
track, we consider the aggregation of tracks −1 and 1, and −2 and 2, by defining:
bk = a−1,k +a1,k and ck = a−2,k +a2,k, where bk, ck ∈ {−2, 0,+2}. We refer to tracks
−1 and 1 as the inner sidetracks and tracks −2 and 2 as the outer sidetracks. Finally,
rk is the readback signal generated by the equalizer corresponding to the bit a0,k on the
desired center track.
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Figure 4.2: (a) DIDS write channel model; (b) Rectangular read channel model with
MTD and 2D equalization.
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4.3 Read Channel Equalization and Detection
For the read channel model, we adopt the same medium and head designs used in
[63] and the pulse response of the length-l square island can be approximated very
well by the 2D Gaussian response of (4.7). It has been shown in [63] that under the
same medium and head designs, the peak amplitude A, PW50−along and PW50−across
all increase with l. Further, according to [49], the response of tracks 1 and −1 that
contributes to the ITI sensed during the detection of the center track is h(t, Ty) =
h(t,−Ty). When the size of the island is fixed, the level of ISI and ITI can be adjusted
by varying island periods Tx in the along-track direction and Ty in the across-track
direction, and different areal densities can be achieved in this way. Following [49], the
level of ITI and ISI are measured by the side-track amplitude As = h(0, Ty) and the
normalized pulse width PWN = PW50−along/Tx, respectively.
The electronic noise in the read channel is modelled by AWGN n(t) ∼ N(0, σ2)
and A2/σ2 is defined as the SNR. To maximize the SNR, the matched filter h(−t, 0)
for the center track replay response is utilized. Since bk represents the sum of two
symmetric bits recorded on inner sidetracks, the electronic noise n′(t) in the detection
of bk is actually the sum of two identical and independent copies of AWGN n(t), i.e.,
n′(t) ∼ N(0, 2σ2). Further, since each inner sidetrack is surrounded by the center
track and one of the outer sidetracks, the ITI affecting the detection of bk is produced
by the convolution of the sum 2a0,k + ck and h(t,±Ty), as indicated in Fig. 4.2(b).
Following [47], the causal optimized 2D GPR target f , g and the 2D equalizer






0w0 − bTg − aT0 f)2] (4.8)
where
y1 = [y1,k+Lw1, · · · , y1,k−Lw1]T , y0 = [y0,k+Lw0, · · · , y0,k−Lw0]T ,
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w1 = [w1,−Lw1, · · · , w1,Lw1]T , w0 = [w0,−Lw0, · · · , w0,Lw0]T ,
b = [bk, · · · , bk−Lg+1]T , a0 = [a0,k, · · · , a0,k−Lf+1]T ,
g = [g0, · · · , gLg−1]T , f = [f0, · · · , fLf−1]T .
Defining w = [wT0 w
T
1 ]
T , y = [yT0 y
T
1 ]
T , t = [fT gT ]T , a = [aT0 b
T ]T , (4.8) can
be expressed as E[e2k] = E[(w
Ty − tTa)2]. By minimizing E[e2k] under the monic
constraint f0 = 1 [47], we have
t = λ(Ra −RTy,aR−y Ry,a)−1I
w = R−1y Ry,at
where Ra = E{aaT}, Ry = E{yyT}, Ry,a = E{yaT} and I = [1, 0, · · · , 0]T ,
λ = 1/IT (Ra −RTy,aR−y Ry,a)−1I.
The above 2D equalization with 2D optimized GPR target technique (which we
refer to as 2D2D equalization as in [49]) cannot effectively remove the ITI on its own,
as taking into account the unknown data on the sidetracks actually increases the amount
of noise in the center track detector. MTD with 2D2D equalization, as proposed in [49],
however avoids this problem. This scheme detects the inner sidetracks first and utilizes
the resulting a posteriori information as a priori information in the 2D2D detection of
the center track.
Note that the 2D2D equalization becomes joint-track equalization (JE) investi-
gated in [49] when the channel is only equalized by a 1D GPR target w0, i.e., setting
w1 = [0, · · · , 0]T . In addition, the JE will be further simplified to become SE when
the channel is equalized by w0 to the 1D GPR target f only, i.e., g = [0, · · · , 0]T .
4.4 Channel Detection and Decoding
In this section, we consider the problem of combining the read channel detector and
the DM inner decoder. By interpreting the inner decoder as a detector for the write
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channel, one approach is to detect the read and write channels sequentially. With this
approach, there are two possibilities: the BCJR detector output could be quantized or
left unquantized. Alternatively, the read and write channels could be jointly detected.
We hence will consider three different read-write channel detection strategies below,
starting with separate read-write channel detection with quantized BCJR detector out-
puts, followed by joint read-write channel detection, and finally, separate read-write
channel detection with unquantized BCJR detector outputs. Applying iterative decod-
ing to improve performance will also be discussed.
4.4.1 BCJR Detection with Binary-Input-Inner-Decoding
Since the components of the 2D GPR target f and g have binary input a0,k and ternary
input bk, respectively, the trellis on which the BCJR detector performs has in total
2Lf−1×3Lg−1 states. Each state Sk corresponds to a unique combination of the two se-
quences [a0,k−1, · · · , a0,k−Lf+1] and [bk−1, · · · , bk−Lg+1], and is connected to six possi-
ble next states with each state transition corresponding to one of the six possible values
of the pair {a0,k, bk}. Further, as noted in Section. 3.2, the maximum absolute differ-
ence between the number of bits leaving and entering the DIDS channel is 1. Thus, by
taking the readback sequence r = [r−1, · · · , rNn] into account in the BCJR detector,
the need to identify the boundaries of consecutive readback sequences can be avoided.
The a posteriori probability of {a0,k, bk} is computed by the BCJR algorithm as
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Figure 4.3: The BCJR-BIID detection-decoding scheme.
are the forward and backward state probabilities, respectively. The trellis state transi-
tion probability γ(Sk, Sk+1) is computed by
γ(Sk, Sk+1) = P (a0,k)P (bk)P (rk|a0,k, bk, Sk) (4.12)
where P (a0,k) = 0.5, P (bk) is the a priori information of the data on the sidetracks,
and
P (rk|a0,k, bk, Sk) = 1√
2piλ
exp[−(rk − b
Tg − aT0 f)2
2λ
]. (4.13)




P (a0,k, bk|r). (4.14)
Similarly, P (a0,k|r) in SE can be obtained by ignoring bk and g in (4.9 – 4.13).
To deal with the errors remaining in the detector output, including substitution
errors resulting from imperfect read channel detection and WIEs, we can employ the
BIID to further process the detector output. Since the BIID can only take in binary
input, the detector output first needs to be 1-bit quantized, as depicted in Fig. 4.3,
where
a¯0,k = log
P (a0,k = 1|r)
P (a0,k = −1|r) (4.15)
is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of a0,k and its corresponding quantized value is
aˆ0,k =
 −1 if a¯0,k ≤ 01 if a¯0,k > 0.
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The BIID is almost the same as the inner decoding algorithm proposed in Section
3.3.1 with input sequence Y replaced by aˆ, except that (3.5) is now computed as
P (aˆ0,j|Xi) =
 Pj if aˆ0,j 6= Xi1− Pj otherwise (4.16)
where Pj is the overall substitution error rate at the quantizer’s output corresponding
to the channel input Xj . Similar to [99, Equation (1)], Pj is given by
Pj = (1− pd)Pj + pd(1− Pj)
where Pj is the corresponding crossover probability of the two-state BSC in Fig. 4.2(a)
and pd is the bit error rate (BER) of the detector obtained via the simulations proposed
in [49].
Obviously, quantization inevitably causes information loss. Moreover, it blindly
eliminates the correlations among the BCJR output LLRs. Therefore, a significant
performance degradation is expected, particularly at low SNRs when the soft output
from the detector is highly unreliable. We nevertheless investigate the performance
offered by this simple approach to provide a benchmark against which the performance
of the detection-inner-decoding strategies presented in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 will be
compared.
4.4.2 Joint Detection-Inner-Decoding
The sub-optimality of the BCJR-BIID motivates the development of the joint detection-
inner-decoding (JDD) algorithm, which uses a single forward-backward algorithm to
jointly detect the write and read channels. This algorithm simultaneously considers the
SCSWs of the DIDS channel and the trellis of the read channel detection, and directly
processes the output sequence r from the equalizer, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Hence, quan-
tization is avoided and the correlations among the BCJR output LLRs are preserved
and exploited.
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Figure 4.4: The JDD detection-decoding scheme.
With a slight abuse of notation, the forward, backward and middle metrics of the





















Bi+1(ρ3)Mi+1(ρ2, ρ3, ci+1)P (ci+1) (4.19)
Denoting rfin−1(ρ1)f−1(v−1) , r
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 and the possible bit sequence a0
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 recorded
on the center track corresponding to r
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 by rFi , rMi and aMi , respectively, the
middle metric Mi(ρ1, ρ2, ci) can be computed as
Mi(ρ1, ρ2, ci)








 P (rMi |aMi , rFi ,vin−1 = ρ1,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2)
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where




 P (rMi|Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi)
·P (Sfin−1(ρ1)+1|rFi)
 (4.21)
The probability P (Sfin−1(ρ1)+1|rFi) in (4.21) can be computed using the BCJR forward






Note that the probability P (aMi ,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|vin−1 = ρ1, ci) of (4.20) resembles
(3.9) with Y
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 being replaced by aMi , thus it can be computed using the
approach described in Section 3.3.1 for computing middle metric in the DM inner
decoder modified for the DIDS channel. Further, as there exists a finite number of pos-
sible P (aMi ,v(i+1)n−1 = ρ2|vin−1 = ρ1, ci) for a given write channel, a considerable
amount of computational savings can be achieved by storing all the possible values in
a LUT as in [72].
So far, the only term left undetermined is P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi) in (4.21). For
SE, this probability can be efficiently obtained by performing a BCJR forward pass
from Sfin−1(ρ1)+1 to Sf(i+1)n−1(ρ2)+1 according to aMi , since the number of states in the
trellis for SE is relatively small and each trellis state transition only depends on a0,k.
However, this probability cannot be computed in exactly the same way when JE
or 2D2D detection scheme is employed, for each trellis transition now depends on the
pair of inputs {a0,k, bk} instead of just a0,k when SE is employed. Nevertheless, we
may still mimick the same method, taking into account this difference, to compute this
probability as




P (bMi)P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi ,bMi) (4.23)
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where bMi = b
f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)
fin−1(ρ1)+1 is the data sequence on the inner sidetracks correspond-
ing to rMi , and P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi ,bMi) can be obtained by setting Sfin−1(ρ1)+1 to
Sf(i+1)n−1(ρ2)+1 according to {aMi ,bMi}. It seems to be quite straightforward to com-
pute P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi) in this manner. However, we note that there are in total
6f(i+1)n−1(ρ2)−fin−1(ρ1) possible {aMi ,bMi} in (4.23). Therefore, the computation of the
middle metric in the JDD using (4.23) has a complexity of O(6n), which increases
exponentially in n and can be prohibitively high for even a small value of n. For in-
stance, if n = 5, the number of possible combinations of aMi and bMi that needs to be
considered for each Mi(ρ1, ρ2, ci) ranges from 63 to 67.
We therefore propose an alternative method to compute (4.22) with relatively
lower complexity by taking advantage of the fact that aMi and bMi are independent
of each other. Firstly, we decompose the trellis for MTD into two sub-trellises. One
sub-trellis corresponds to f and has 2Lf−1 states Sfk , each having two outgoing branches
corresponding to a0,k, while the other corresponds to g and has 3Lg−1 states S
g
k , each
having three outgoing branches corresponding to bk. Then, (4.22) can be computed as
P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi) = P (rMi |Sgfin−1(ρ1)+1, S
f
fin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi)
= P (r˜Mi = rMi − a˜Mi |Sgfin−1(ρ1)+1) (4.24)
where a˜Mi is the output from the center track target f with respect to the input aMi and
initial state Sffin−1(ρ1)+1. Now, we proceed to compute (4.24) via a short backward pass
on the sub-trellis corresponding to g, such that
P (rMi |aMi , Sfin−1(ρ1)+1)
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Figure 4.5: The BCJR-SIID detection-decoding scheme.
As no information is lost in the derivation of the JDD algorithm, it is expected to
have an edge over the BCJR-BIID algorithm. However, this performance gain comes
at the cost of relatively high computational-complexity. This motivates the detection-
inner-decoding strategy described in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.3 BCJR Detection with Soft-Input-Inner-Decoding
To achieve better performance than the BCJR-BIID without the computational cost
of the JDD, we propose to use a soft-input-inner-decoder (SIID) to dispense with the
quantizer in the BCJR-BIID, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
With the unquantized BCJR detector output a¯0 = (a¯−1, · · · , a¯Nn) as input, the
SIID uses a similar forward-backward algorithm to that used by the BIID to compute
the likelihood P (a¯0|ci) via (3.6). While (3.7) through to (3.9) remain applicable be-
sides minor changes in notation, the conditional probability density function (PDF)
p(a¯0,j|Xi) cannot be computed in the same way that P (aˆ0,j|Xi) is computed in (3.4).
For simplicity, we ignore the correlations among the soft output from the detector and
compute p(a¯0,j|Xi) using Bayes’ law as
p(a¯0,j|Xi) = p(a¯0,j) · p(Xi|a¯0,j)
P (Xi)
. (4.25)
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where the PDF p(a¯0,j) can be determined via Monte Carlo simulation, P (a0,j) = 0.5,
and P (a0,j|r) can be obtained from (4.15). The probability P (a0,j|Xi) is computed in
similar fashion to P (aˆ0,j|Xi) in (4.16), i.e.,
P (a0,j|Xi) =
 Pj if a0,j 6= Xi1− Pj otherwise (4.28)
where Pj is the cross-over probability of the two-state BSC in Fig. 4.2(a).
Obviously, the complexity of the BCJR-SIID is slightly higher than the BCJR-
BIID, but much lower than the JDD. However, this reduction in complexity does not
translate into a significant performance degradation. Simulation results in Section 4.5
will show that the performance of the BCJR-SIID and the JDD are very close, and both
schemes significantly outperform the BCJR-BIID, particularly at low SNRs.
4.4.3.1 Iterative Decoding
Recall that the iterative decoding framework of [72], which iteratively utilizes the ex-
trinsic information computed by the soft-input, soft-output outer decoder to improve
the a priori probability P (ci) involved in the computation of the forward and back-
ward metrics of the inner decoder, was applied in Section 3.3.3 to enhance the BIID’s
performance on the DIDS channel. Since the BIID and SIID have essentially the same
forward-backward algorithm, the same framework can be applied to the SIID to im-
prove its performance. Further, as the JDD is also based on a forward-backward algo-
rithm with P (ci) being used in (4.18) and (4.19), a similar iterative decoding structure
can be adopted by the JDD. These facts are summarized in Fig. 4.6, where q denotes
the input sequence to the inner decoder or JDD, i.e., aˆ0 for the BIID, or r for the JDD,
and a¯0 for the SIID.
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Figure 4.6: Iterative decoding framework for the BIID, JDD and SIID..
It is interesting to note that each additional iteration (after the first) between the
outer decoder and inner decoder or JDD incurs the same increase in computational
cost, as (i) only the forward and backward metrics Fi(·), Bi(·) are updated in each
additional iteration, and (ii) the computation of these metrics in the BIID, SIID and
JDD are identical. This is a plus point for iterative decoding because it is the middle
metric computations, rather than the forward and backward metrics, that dominate the
complexity of each detection-inner-decoding scheme.
To show that the middle metric computations dominate the complexity, we take
the BIID as an example for it has the simplest middle metric computations. From
(3.7) and (3.8), it can be seen that each forward and backward metric requires q · Ns
additions and 2q · Ns multiplications. As the middle metric is obtained via a forward
pass between vin−1 and v(i+1)n−1 while Fig. 3.5 indicates that each SCSW can lead to
at least two possible SCSWs depending on the next term in the channel state sequence
and current SCSW, the computation of each middle metric needs at least 2n additions
and 4n multiplications. The total number of additions and multiplications needed to
compute all forward and backward metrics are 2(N−1)·q·N2s and 4(N−1)·q·N2s , while
computing all likelihoods P (aˆ0|ci) of (3.6), (given the components of each summand),
requires N · q · N2s additions and 2N · q · N2s multiplications. On the other hand, the
total number of additions and multiplications required to compute all middle metrics
are at least 2N · n · q ·N2s and 4N · n · q ·N2s .
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Thus, it is easy to see that the middle metric computations dominate the complex-
ity of the BIID. Obviously, these computations will become even more dominant in the
SIID and JDD.
4.5 Simulation Results and Discussions
In all the computer simulations reported here, the LDPC codes used are constructed
using the PEG algorithm [94]. The BP decoder serves as the outer LDPC decoder
and performs a maximum of 60 iterations for non-iterative decoding. For iterative
decoding, the maximum number of iterations between the outer decoder and the inner
decoder or JDD is 6 while at most 10 BP iterations are performed. To speed up our
simulations for L > 2 when there exists an huge number of valid SCSWs, we adopt the
reduced-complexity approach of 3.3.2 to reduce the complexity for all three proposed
algorithms on the BPMR channel by only considering those valid SCSWs that have at
most one DIDS channel state transition. Throughout, we will take PI and PD to be
equal.
For simplicity, we will start with single-track equalized rectangular BPMR write-
read channel, on which the performance of those three detection-decoding schemes are
investigated. As previously stated, the probability P (rMi |Sfin−1(ρ1)+1, aMi) in (4.21)
for JDD with SE is obtained by performing a BCJR forward pass from Sfin−1(ρ1)+1 to
Sf(i+1)n−1(ρ2)+1 according to aMi . Since SE is unable to mitigate ITI, we then employ
MTD and 2D2D equalization on the rectangular BPMR channel and investigate the
performance gain achieved due to the mitigation of ITI.
MTD relies heavily on the reliability of the a priori information corresponding
to the recorded bits on the inner sidetracks. MTD with 2D2D equalization applied to
tracks −1, 0 and 1, a scheme proposed in [49] and referred to as M-2D2D, does not
achieve the aforementioned performance bound, as 2D2D equalization cannot provide
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reliable a priori information of the recorded bits on the inner sidetracks [49]. To im-
prove the quality of the sidetrack detection and avoid implementing a hybrid system
that utilizes another detection technique on the sidetracks, a simple extension of M-
2D2D was proposed in [49]. This scheme, which we refer to as M-2D2D (5 tracks)
as in [49], detects all 5 tracks −2, 1, 0, 1, 2 using M-2D2D, such that a0,k, ck are first
detected with no a priori information, then bk is detected with a priori information
corresponding to the center track data a0,k and aggregated outer sidetrack data ck and
finally, the detection of a0,k is assisted with a priori information corresponding to the
aggregated inner sidetrack data bk. It was shown in [49] that M-2D2D (5 tracks) can
achieve the performance bound therein in the presence of strong ITI and ISI. For this
reason, we adopt this scheme in our simulations to effectively mitigate the ITI.
Further, it is easy to see that the use of M-2D2D (5 tracks) does not change the
mathematics in the preceding sections, since the center track is still detected by 2D2D
with improved a priori information through sidetrack detection. We choose Lf = 3,
Lg = 2 and Lw0 = Lw1 = 10 for 2D2D equalization, since longer targets and
equalizers significantly increase the detection complexity but provide only negligible
performance improvements [49]. For a fair comparison, we also set Lf = 3 and
Lw0 = 10 for the SE.
4.5.1 Performance Comparison of the BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-
SIID with SE
In this section, we investigate and compare the performance of the BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID on the single-track equalized BPMR channel. As in Chapter 3, the
outer code is a (999, 888) GF(16) LDPC code. The inner code has rate 4/5 and maps
each LDPC code symbol into one of the 16 length-5 binary string of lowest weight.
The substitution error rates of the DIDS channel are PR = 0.001 and PB = 0.1. For the
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read channel, we adopt the configuration of [49], i.e., length-11 nm square islands are
distributed on rectangular grids with Tx = 13 nm, Ty = 18.82 nm. Consequently, the
symbol areal density is 2.64 Tb/inch2 and PW50−along = 19.5 nm, PW50−across = 24.7
nm, which indicate strong ISI and ITI for PWN = 1.5 and AS = 0.2.
Fig. 4.7(a) shows the BER performance of the BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-SIID
under non-iterative decoding on the BPMR channel with L = 1 for different SNRs.
Fig. 4.7(b) plots P (a¯k) for SNR=14 dB and 18 dB, which are used in (4.25) of the
BCJR-SIID. As shown in Fig. 4.7(a), at SNR=14 dB, JDD yields significant and mod-
est performance improvements over the BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID, respectively. Fig.
4.7(a) shows that at an SNR of 18 dB, there is little difference in performance between
the three detection-decoding strategies. This implies that at this SNR value, the im-
pairments of the BPMR channel are dominated by the WIEs
In Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, we plot the BER performance of the BCJR-BIID, BCJR-
SIID and JDD for L = 5 under non-iterative and iterative decoding, respectively.
Evidently, at SNR=14 dB, the BCJR-SIID yields almost the same BER performance
as the JDD and superior performance compared to the BCJR-BIID, under iterative and
non-iterative decoding. Further, at SNR=18 dB, the BER performance of the BCJR-
BIID, BCJR-SIID and JDD are once again almost the same. Comparing Figs. 4.8 and
4.9 indicates that iterative decoding provides significant performance improvements
over non-iterative decoding for all these three proposed detection-decoding schemes
as one might expect. We also observe that at SNR=14 dB, applying iterative decoding
to the JDD and BCJR-SIID yields larger performance improvements than when it is
applied to the BCJR-BIID.
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Figure 4.7: (a) BER under non-iterative decoding with the proposed BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID on the single-track equalized BPMR channel with L = 1 for different
SNR values; (b) The distribution of LLRs generated by the BCJR detector for different
SNRs considered in part (a).
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BCJR−SIID: SNR = 14dB
JDD:SNR = 14dB
BCJR−BIID:SNR = 18dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 18dB
JDD:SNR = 18dB
Figure 4.8: BER under non-iterative decoding with the proposed BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID on the BPMR channel with L=5 for different SNR values.
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BCJR−SIID: SNR = 14dB
JDD:SNR = 14dB
BCJR−BIID:SNR = 18dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 18dB
JDD:SNR = 18dB
Figure 4.9: BER under iterative decoding with the proposed BCJR-BIID, JDD and
BCJR-SIID on the BPMR channel with L=5 for different SNR values.
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4.5.2 Performance Comparison of the BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-
SIID with M-2D2D (5 tracks)
In this section, we investigate and compare the performance of the BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID on the equalized BPMR channel with ITI being mitigated by M-2D2D
(5 tracks) detection scheme. The DM code and BPMR channel model are the same as
those considered in Section 4.5.1.
Fig. 4.10(a) shows the block error rate (BLER) and BER performance of the
BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-SIID against the insertion/deletion error rates on the
BPMR channel with L = 1, while Fig. 4.10(b) presents the corresponding p(a¯0,k)
used by the BCJR-SIID. As shown in Fig. 4.10(a), the JDD has a modest performance
improvement over the BCJR-SIID while both schemes significantly outperform the
BCJR-BIID at SNR = 10 dB. As the SNR increases to 12 dB, hardly any perfor-
mance difference between those three strategies can be observed. This is expected
since when SNR increases, the BCJR detector alone provides reliable estimates of the
data recorded on the disk and hence the dominant channel impairments are those in-
troduced by the write channel. This can be seen from the BCJR output LLR PDFs in
Fig. 4.10(b), which shows that the probability of obtaining an LLR of small magnitude
(e.g., ≤ 15) is less at SNR = 12 dB than at SNR = 10 dB. Consequently, there will be
less erroneous hard-decision values that the quantizer generates at higher SNR.
Next, Fig. 4.11 presents the BLER and BER performance of the BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID for L = 1 under iterative decoding. Once again, the performance of
the BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-SIID at SNR = 12 dB are almost the same, while
JDD and BCJR-SIID yield very close performance and both significantly outperform
the BCJR-BIID when SNR = 10 dB. By comparing Figs. 4.10(a) and 4.11, we observe
that iterative decoding significantly improves the performance for all three detection-
inner-decoding schemes, as expected. We further observe from Figs. 4.10(a) and 4.11
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BCJR−BIID: SNR = 10 dB
JDD: SNR = 10 dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 10 dB
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Figure 4.10: (a) BER and BLER under non-iterative decoding with the proposed
BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-SIID on the BPMR channel with L = 1 for different
SNR values; (b) The PDF of LLRs generated by the BCJR detector for different SNRs
considered in part (a).
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BCJR−BIID: SNR = 10 dB
JDD: SNR = 10 dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 10dB
BCJR−BIID: SNR = 12 dB
JDD: SNR = 12 dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 12 dB
Figure 4.11: BER and BLER under iterative decoding with the proposed BCJR-BIID,
JDD and BCJR-SIID on the BPMR channel with L = 1 for different SNR values.
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that the BLER and BER performance curves both show how the BCJR-BIID, JDD and
BCJR-SIID measure up against one another. Henceforth, we will only use the BER to
measure error performance.
As the output from the BCJR-BIID, JDD and BCJR-SIID are the likelihoods ini-
tializing the outer LDPC decoder, a more rigorous comparison of the performance of
these three schemes can be obtained by removing the influence of the outer code and
measuring the quality of these likelihoods. We show in Fig. 4.12 the average entropy of
the output likelihoods computed by these three schemes against the insertion/deletion
error rates for L = 1. Observe that when SNR = 10 dB, the average entropy of the out-
put from the JDD and BCJR-SIID are very close while they are lower than that of the
BCJR-BIID. As the SNR increases to 12 dB, the curves corresponding to these three
strategies overlap. Evidently, these results agree with the error performance shown in
Fig. 4.10(a).
Therefore, we conclude that on the BPMR channel with M-2D2D (5 tracks), the
BCJR-SIID (resp., BCJR-BIID) provides good performance-complexity trade-offs at
low to moderate (resp., high) SNRs. This conclusion is similar to that made in Sec-
tion 4.5.1. However, the performance improvement due to the use of M-2D2D (5
tracks) is remarkable, which can be easily observed by comparing Fig. 4.10(a) and
Fig. 4.7(a) which presents the BER performance of the three single-track-detection-
decoding counterparts with the same channel code, outer decoder (with the same limit
on the number of iterations), and channel parameters. Specifically, when PI = PD =
5×10−3, the lowest BER obtained in Fig. 4.7(a) with SE at SNR = 18 dB is 3.45×10−6
while Fig. 4.10(a) indicates that a BER equal to 4.11 × 10−6 can be easily obtained
with M-2D2D (5 tracks) detection at SNR = 12 dB. This indicates that the use of M-
2D2D (5 tracks) leads to about 6 dB improvement in SNR compared to the single-track
detection.
Since the BCJR-SIID comes very close to the JDD in error performance yet has
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BCJR−BIID: SNR = 10 dB
JDD: SNR = 10 dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 10 dB
BCJR−BIID: SNR = 12 dB
JDD: SNR = 12 dB
BCJR−SIID: SNR = 12 dB
Figure 4.12: Average entropy of the likelihoods generated by the BCJR-BIID, JDD
and BCJR-SIID of Fig. 4.10(a).
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substantially lower complexity and M-2D2D (5 tracks) significantly improves the per-
formance by mitigating ITI, we will focus on BCJR-SIID with M-2D2D (5 tracks) in
our remaining simulations.
4.5.2.1 Performance Degradation Due to the Length of Burst Substitution Er-
rors
Besides the insertion/deletion error rates, the maximum number L of burst errors pre-
ceding and following each insertion/deletion error, is another write channel performance-
limiting factor. To investigate the performance degradation resulting from increasing
L, we repeat the simulations for the BCJR-SIID reported in Fig. 4.11 for L = 0, · · · , 5.
The case when the channel is least adversarial (in terms of the burst error length), i.e.,
L = 0, is presented as a benchmark against which the performance for L > 0 is
compared. The simulations results are shown in Fig. 4.13. Clearly, increasing the
maximum burst error length dramatically degrades the overall BER performance for
both SNRs considered. By comparing the performance between SNR = 10 dB and
SNR = 12 dB for a fixed PI = PD, we see that the performance gap between SNR
= 10 dB and SNR = 12 dB narrows as L increases. This suggests that for a given
PI = PD, the quality of the BPMR channel is, to a great extent, determined by L, as
it only takes a modest value of L to cause an otherwise reliable readback signal when
the read channel SNR is large, to be severely corrupted.
4.5.3 Performance of Increased Code Rate and Higher Areal Den-
sity
Here, we consider a higher overall code rate of 0.8 by concatenating a (568, 512) LDPC
code over GF(256) to a rate-8/9 inner code which maps each outer code symbol to one
of the 256 length-9 binary strings of lowest weight. The increase in complexity of
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Figure 4.13: BER performance of BCJR-SIID under iterative decoding on the BPMR
channels with L = 0, · · · , 5 for different SNRs.
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the BP decoder owing to the larger LDPC code alphabet size, is compensated by ap-
plying the fast Fourier transform approach of [75] to computing the check-to-variable
node messages. To achieve a higher areal density such as 4 Tb/inch2, we cautiously
choose a media configuration where the length of each square island is 5 nm, since
shrinking the islands further renders the replay response signal too weak while the
corresponding reduction in PW50−along and PW50−across is negligible [63]. Fig. 4.14
shows the normalized 2D pulse response of an isolated island obtained numerically
and Fig. 4.15 presents the numerically computed and Gaussian fitted normalized pulse
response of an island in both the along-track and cross-track directions. The numerical
pulse response is obtained by applying the head potential distribution of [40] while the
analytical pulse response is computed using (4.7). The PW50−along and PW50−across
of the pulse response are 18.136 nm and 19.832 nm, respectively. In order to maintain
the extent of the ISI to be PWN = 1.5 at an areal density of 4 Tb/inch2, we arrange the
islands on a rectangular grid with Tx = 12.09 nm and Ty = 13.34 nm, which results in
severe ITI with As = 0.2852.
Fig. 4.16 shows the simulated error performance of the BCJR-SIID in conjunction
with the above rate-0.8 DM coding scheme under iterative decoding at areal densities
of 4 Tb/inch2 and 2.64 Tb/inch2. For both cases, the read channel SNR is 12 dB, the
maximum burst error length L is varied from 0 to 5, while the substitution error rates
are fixed at PR = 0.001 and PB = 0.1. Fig. 4.17 presents the PDFs of the BCJR
detector output LLRs for the two areal densities considered.
As Fig. 4.16 shows, for a fixed L (including L = 0), increasing the areal density
from 2.64 Tb/inch2 to 4 Tb/inch2 only has a modest impact on BER performance.
Moreover, Fig. 4.17 shows a slight contraction of the BCJR detector’s output LLR
density towards the origin, as the areal density is increased, thus reflecting a slight
decrease in reliability in the BCJR output. We conjecture that the slight degradation
in error performance and reliability of the BCJR detector output is mainly due to the
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Figure 4.14: Normalized 2D pulse response of a length-5 nm square island.
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Figure 4.15: Normalized pulse response for numerical and Gaussian fitted analytical
pulses in the (a) along-track and (b) cross-track directions of a length-5 nm square
island.
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Areal density = 2.64 Tb/inch2







Figure 4.16: BER performance of the BCJR-SIID under iterative decoding on the
BPMR channel with different areal density and L = 0, · · · , 5, when SNR = 12 dB.
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Areal density = 2.64 Tb/inch2
Areal density = 4 Tb/inch2
Figure 4.17: PDF of LLRs generated by the BCJR detector with the read channel of
different areal densities considered in Fig. 4.16.
increase in ITI, since the sidetrack amplitude As increases from 0.2 to 0.2852 as the
areal density increases from 2.64 Tb/inch2 to 4 Tb/inch2. On the other hand, for a
fixed insertion/deletion rate, the deterioration in error performance as L increases is
significant. This reinforces the conclusion drawn from Fig. 4.13 that the quality of
the BPMR channel is to a large extent determined by L. Finally, Fig. 4.16 shows that
at an areal density of 4 Tb/inch2, with low to moderate insertion/deletion rates (e.g.,
PI = PD ≤ 10−3) and short burst errors (i.e., L ≤ 5), BERs lower than 10−5 are




In summary, we have investigated the problem of data recovery on rectangular BPMR
channels modelled as a serial concatenation of the DIDS write channel model and
a rectangular BPMR read channel model. MTD and 2D equalization techniques are
employed to mitigate ISI and ITI while the DM coding scheme corrects WIEs as well
as errors resulting from imperfect read channel detection. Three ways of combining
the read channel detector and inner decoder modified for the DM construction on the
BPMR channel are proposed and investigated, namely the BCJR-BIID algorithm, the
JDD algorithm and the BCJR-SIID algorithm.
On the rectangular BPMR channel, media configurations leading to areal densities
of 2.64 Tb/inch2 and 4 Tb/inch2 with comparable ISI but significantly higher ITI in the
latter case are considered. Computer simulations show that at low to moderate (resp.,
high) SNRs, BCJR-SIID (resp., BCJR-BIID) provides good performance-complexity
trade-offs. Further, increasing the areal density from 2.64 Tb/inch2 to 4 Tb/inch2 while
the IDS error rates remain fixed, does not significantly affect error performance on
the BPMR channel. Rather, it is the length of burst errors preceding and following an




BPMR Channels with Written-In
Error Correction and ITI Mitigation
In Chapter 4, we have observed that the areal density under the media configuration
considered there, i.e., squared islands distributed on rectangular grids, cannot be fur-
ther increased by simply shrinking the island size and/or reducing the track pitch and
the along-track island period. The reason is that doing so will result in weak replay
response signal and/or severe ITI and ISI [63].
To achieve even higher areal densities, e.g., 10 Tb/inch2, staggered BPM is a
promising solution as the distribution of islands on a hexagonal array reduces ITI at
the expense of enhanced ISI which, however, can be effectively mitigated by utilizing
longer optimized GPR targets [51]. Motivated by this fact, we investigate in this chap-
ter the performance of the DM coding scheme on staggered BPMR channels at an areal
density of 6 Tb/inch2. BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID that achieve good performance-
complexity tradeoffs on rectangular BPMR channels are employed.
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Figure 5.1: (a) DIDS write channel model; (b) Read channel model with joint-track
equalization.
5.1 BPMR Channel Model with JE
Similar to the channel model considered in Section 4.2, the BPMR channel model
considered in this section is a composite channel consisting of a DIDS write channel
followed by a joint-track equalized read channel, as shown in Fig 5.1. In Fig. 5.1(a),
Xi ∈ {−1,+1} is the data intended to be recorded while ai ∈ {−1,+1} is the actual
data written on the disk. The read channel presented in Fig. 5.1(b) is still characterized
by the replay response of an isolated island, which is well fitted by (4.7).
The read channel model shown in Fig. 5.1(b) is a generalized read channel model
which can be used to model rectangular BPMR as well as single-track and double-
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track staggered BPMR read channels [51]. The three recording strategies with equal
areal densities are illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where island period and array pitch in all three
recording strategies are set to Tx and Ty, respectively.
To model rectangular BPMR, we set: ha(t, y) = h(t, 0), hb(t, y) = hc(t, y) =
h(t, Ty), and bi, ci ∈ {−1,+1}. As in [51], single-track staggered BPMR with one ar-
ray per track can be modeled by setting: ha(t, y) = h(t, 0), hb(t, y) = h(t−Tx/2, Ty),
hc(t, y) = h(t, 2Ty). In this case, bi, ci ∈ {−2, 0,+2} are aggregated data on the side-
tracks, i.e., bi = a−1,i+a1,i and ci = a−2,i+a2,i where am,i represents the ith bit on the
mth track with a0,i = ai on the center track. Further, the double-track staggered BPMR
with two arrays per track can be modeled by setting: ha(t, y) = h(t, Ty/2), hb(t, y) =
h(t, 1.5Ty), hc(t, y) = h(t, 2.5Ty), and bi, ci ∈ {−1,+1}.
Note that only one read head is used to detect the waveform from the center track
as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
5.2 Channel Detection and Decoding
In Section 4.4, three detection-decoding schemes have been developed to work with an
outer decoder to recover data encoded by the DM coding scheme on rectangular BPMR
channels, i.e., the JDD algorithm, the BCJR-BIID algorithm and the BCJR-SIID algo-
rithm. It has been verified that the BCJR-SIID (resp., BCJR-BIID) provides good
performance-complexity trade-offs at low to moderate (resp., high) SNRs. Hence, we
apply them to staggered BPMR channels in this paper.
In addition, MTD is employed to effectively mitigate ITI. Although MTD is
applied with 2D equalization on the rectangular BPMR channel in Section. 4.4, it
has been reported in [49] that MTD with JE (M-JE) exhibits similar performance as
MTD with 2D equalization while requiring fewer track readings and lower complexity.
Hence, we will only employ M-JE to mitigate ITI in this section. In M-JE, the signal
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Figure 5.2: (a) Rectangular BPMR; (b) single-track staggered BPMR; (c) double-track
staggered BPMR.
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sequence read from the center track has to be equalized to 2D GPR targets as shown in
Fig. 5.1(b), while the sidetracks can be detected with any detection scheme. We never-
theless utilize SE for sidetrack detection to reduce the complexity of M-JE. A detailed
description of MTD can be found in [49].
5.3 Simulation Results and Discussions
We consider a square island of length 5 nm and thickness 10 nm, and a GMR read head
of width 10 nm and thickness 4 nm. The fly height is 10 nm and shield to sensor spacing
is 6 nm. Consequently, the 2D numerical pulse response obtained using the method
reviewed in Section 4.1 is presented in Fig. 5.3, which has PW50−along = 17.91 nm
and PW50−across = 17.38 nm. Fig. 5.4 verifies that the 2D pulse response can be well
fitted by the 2D Gaussian pulse response of (4.7). Further, we set Tx = 10.7 nm and
Ty = 10 nm to achieve an areal density of 6 Tb/inch2. Following [51], the single-track
and double-track staggered media are denoted by Hex1 and Hex2, respectively.
We note that at 10 Tb/inch2, the WIE rate is expected to be of the order of 10−3.
Consequently, for the DIDS write channel, we set PR = 10−3 so that the substitution
error rate of the channel computed via (3.2) is O(10−3) when L > 0. The BP decoder
serves as the outer LDPC decoder, and the maximum number of iterations performed
between the outer and inner decoders is 6 while at most 10 BP iterations are performed.
As the complexity of the BIID inreases exponentially with L, we adopt the reduced-
complexity approach of Section. 3.3.2 to reduce the complexity of BIID and SIID, and
speed up our simulations for L > 2.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized 2D pulse response of an isolated square island, which has
length of 5 nm and thickness of 10 nm. The GMR read head is of width 10 nm and
thickness 4 nm. The fly height is 10 nm and shield to sensor spacing is 6 nm.
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Figure 5.4: Normalized pulse response for numerical and Gaussian fitted analytical
pulses in the (a) along-track and (b) cross-track directions of Fig. 5.3.
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5.3.1 Performance Comparison of M-JE on Rectangular and Stag-
gered BPMR Read Channels
We present in Fig. 5.5 the BER performance of M-JE on single-track staggered, double-
track staggered and rectangular BPMR systems at an areal density of 6 Tb/inch2. Since
M-JE is incapable of correcting WIEs, we assume a noiseless write channel and only
consider data recovery of uncoded bits on the read channel shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The
lengths of the 2D GPR targets f ,gb and gc are denoted by La, Lb and Lc, respec-
tively. Evidently, double-track staggered BPMR with M-JE has the best performance
when SNR< 16 dB. The performance of extended M-JE (EM-JE) on the single-track
and double-track staggered BPMR read channels are also shown in Fig. 5.5. This
scheme detects all sidetracks using M-JE instead of SE, hence ITI can be better mit-
igated with more reliable a priori information from sidetrack detection. Evidently,
in exchange for the increase in complexity, performance is substantially improved for
single-track staggered BPMR while there is limited amount of performance improve-
ment for double-track staggered BPMR at high SNRs. This is expected since EM-JE
is designed to thrive in high ITI settings but ITI on double-track staggered media is
reduced [51]. Hence, we will focus on single-track staggered BPMR with EM-JE in
Section 5.3.2, where the SNR is fixed at 12 dB.
5.3.2 Performance of DM Construction on Single-Track Staggered
BPMR Channels
We first consider the rate-0.71 DM employed in Chapter 3, which we refer to as DM-0.
It consists of a 16-ary (999, 888) LDPC code concatenated with a rate-4/5 inner code.
Fig. 5.6 presents the performance of BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID on the single-track
staggered BPMR write-read channel for various values of L and insertion/deletion
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Hex1: M−JE (Lf=5, Lb=4, Lc=1)
Hex1: EM−JE (Lf=4, Lb=3, Lc=1)
Hex2: M−JE (Lf=5, Lb=4, Lc=1)
Hex2: EM−JE (Lf=4, Lb=3, Lc=1)
Rectangular: M−JE (Lf = 5, Lb = Lc = 4)
Figure 5.5: BER performance of M-JE on single-track staggered, double-track stag-
gered and rectangular BPMR read channels at an areal density of 6 Tb/in2.
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Figure 5.6: BER of rate-0.71 DM code with BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID under itera-
tive decoding on the single-track staggered BPMR channel for L = 0, · · · , 5.
error rates. As expected, BCJR-SIID outperforms BCJR-BIID while increasing L dra-
matically degrades the performance of both detection-decoding schemes. We never-
theless observe that the performance loss induced by increasing L by 1 decreases as L
increases. Thus, the deterioration in error performance as L is increased from 5 to 10,
for example, will not be as dramatic as that when L is increased from 0 to 5. In other
words, the sensitivity of system performance on L actually decreases for larger values
of L.
Fig. 5.7 presents the performance of two other rate-0.71 DM codes, DM-1 and
DM-2 with BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID. DM-1 consists of an outer 256-ary (495,440)
LDPC code and a rate-8/10 inner code, while DM-2 consists of an outer 256-ary
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(500,400) LDPC code and a rate-8/9 inner code. Comparing Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, we
observe that the performance of DM-1 is worse than that of DM-0. This may be be-
cause the outer LDPC code of DM-1 is inferior to that of DM-0 as the performance
of LDPC code does not monotonically improve with the order of Galois filed [81].
Further, DM-2 has a more powerful outer code and significantly outperforms DM-0
and DM-1, which suggests that the overall performance of a DM code on the single-
track staggered BPMR channel is to a large extent determined by the error correction
capability of the outer code. We also observe from Fig. 5.7(b) that a powerful outer
code enables the BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID to yield similar performance, particu-
larly when L ≥ 1.
To have a more rigorous performance comparison between the BCJR-BIID and
BCJR-SIID with DM-0 on the single-track staggered BPMR write-read channel, we
eliminate the influence of the outer code and measure the quality of the likelihoods
generated by the two detection-decoding schemes by computing the average entropy
of these likelihoods following the approach of [57, Appendix B]. We plot in Fig. 5.8,
the average entropy under non-iterative decoding against the inner code rate for various
insertion/deletion probabilities and L = 3, 4, 5. As Fig. 5.8 shows, the average entropy
for the BCJR-SIID is lower than that for the BCJR-BIID for a given channel setting,
and the average entropy of both schemes reduces as channel conditions improve and/or
the inner code rate decreases. Further, we observe that when the insertion/deletion
probabilities drop to 0.002, the average entropy for the BCJR-SIID when L = 5 (resp.,
L = 4) is even lower than that for the BCJR-BIID when L = 4 (resp., L = 3).
This suggests that at sufficiently low insertion/deletion probabilities, switching from
the BCJR-BIID to the BCJR-SIID can yield better error performance even if the burst
errors were to be slightly longer.
Fig. 5.9 shows the performance of the rate-0.8 DM code, i.e., a 256-ary (568, 512)
LDPC outer code concatenated to a rate-8/9 inner code. As expected, the performance
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Figure 5.7: BER of BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID under iterative decoding on the single-
track staggered BPMR channel with two rate-0.71 DM codes: a) DM-1 and b) DM-2.
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Figure 5.8: Average entropy of the likelihoods generated by BCJR-BIID and BCJR-
SIID under non-iterative decoding against inner code rate for L = 3, 4, 5 and PI =
PD = 0.002, 0.003, 0.004.
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Figure 5.9: BER of rate-0.8 DM code with BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID under iterative
decoding on the single-track staggered BPMR channel for L = 0, · · · , 5
of BCJR-SIID when L = 5 (resp., L = 4) is superior to that of the BCJR-BIID
when L = 4 (resp., L = 3) for deletion/insertion probabilities not exceeding 0.003
(resp., 0.0027). Fig. 5.9 also shows that at a code rate of 0.8 and at low to moderate
insertion/deletion probabilities (e.g., < 2 × 10−3), BERs below 10−5 are attainable
with the BCJR-BIID provided the burst errors are short (i.e., L ≤ 5).
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have investigated and compared the performance of M-JE on single-
track staggered, double-track staggered and rectangular BPMR read channels at an
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areal density of 6 Tb/inch2. We find that M-JE exhibits the best performance on double-
track staggered BPMR while EM-JE enables single-track staggered BPMR to outper-
form double-track staggered BPMR due to the ISI in the latter case being relatively
more severe.
We also considered the DM coding scheme for single-track staggered BPMR.
Our computer simulations show that at a code rate of 0.8, substitution error rate below
3.6 × 10−3, insertion/deletion error rate at most 10−3, a read channel SNR of 12 dB
and an areal density of 6 inch2, BERs below 10−5 are attainable provided the burst
errors centered at a synchronization error are short (e.g.,≤ 10). Moreover, BCJR-SIID
provides significantly better robustness against burst errors compared to BCJR-BIID
at low insertion/deletion probabilities.
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Chapter 6
Summary of Contributions and
Suggestions for Future Work
In this thesis, we investigated and addressed some technical challenges in the develop-
ment of BPMR from the signal processing and coding perspective. In this chapter, we
summarize the investigation and highlight the contributions of this thesis. In the end,
suggestions for future work are given.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
In BPMR, the presence of WIEs in the recording process is a unique and key challenge
which can dramatically limit the overall performance. WIEs manifest as IDS errors
in the recorded data sequence, which cannot be corrected by conventional substitution
ECCs. Further, ultra-high areal densities in BPMR are achieved at the expense of
reduced intervals between adjacent islands. As a consequence, ITI arises as a new
performance limiting factor in addition to the conventional and ever-increasing ISI,
which can significantly degrade the readback performance if not well compensated.
Hence, the recovery of data written to the BPMR is a challenging task that requires
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significant progress made in the areal of signal processing and coding.
In this thesis, we first investigated the DM concatenated coding schemes devel-
oped for channels with IIDS errors. The outer code used in the original DM coding
scheme is a non-binary LDPC code. Motivated by the fact that RS codes are still con-
sidered for BPMR systems and powerful iterative soft-decision decoding schemes have
been developed for RS codes, we hence investigated the performance improvements
RS codes employed as the outer code in the DM coding scheme could bring. To this
end, we first investigated the influence of the alphabet size of outer code and the length
of each inner binary sparse string on the average uncertainty of the output from the DM
inner decoder and the effective substitution error rate of the IIDS channel. Based on
these discussions and in view of the fact that the code alphabet size of practical interest
for RS codes are larger than that for LDPC codes, we considered two realizations of the
DM coding scheme having the same length and same code rate: one employed a q-ary
(2(q2−1), 2(q2−1)R) LDPC code as the outer code while the other one used a q2-ary
(q2 − 1, (q2 − 1)R) RS code as the outer code. We showed that when insertion and
deletion probabilities were sufficiently small, the latter offered better FER performance
for moderate to high-rate applications involving relatively short blocklengths.
Experiments and simulations in the literature revealed that WIEs are data-dependent
and the write channel introduces memories. Although many write channel models have
been used to mimic the BPMR write process, they have their limits in capturing some
of the characteristics of the WIEs. Therefore, we proposed a DIDS channel to mimic
the impairments of the write process found in practical BPMR systems. This chan-
nel model consists of a ternary Markov state channel producing paired insertion and
deletion errors, followed by a two-state BSC introducing burst-like substitution er-
rors in the vicinity of each insertion and deletion error and random substitution error
elsewhere. Further, we applied the DM coding scheme on this channel model with
a modified inner decoder, which takes into account all the data-dependencies of the
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channel and delivers superior FER performance compared to that when the original
symbol-level inner decoder is employed. We also proposed a scheme to efficiently re-
duce the complexity required by the modified inner decoder in dealing with burst-like
substitution errors around each synchronization error. Computer simulation results on
the DIDS channel had been presented, which were indicative of how well the DM cod-
ing scheme with the modified inner decoding algorithm will performance in an actual
BPMR system, when the SNR is sufficiently high to enable the channel detector to
compensate for all impairments of the read channel.
Further, we proceeded to investigate the problem of data recovery on rectangular
and staggered BPMR write-read channels, which were modeled as a serial concatena-
tion of the DIDS write channel and a partial response rectangular or staggered BPMR
read channel with the addition of ITI. SE, JE, MTD and 2D equalization were consid-
ered for the read channel detection while the DM coding scheme combated WIEs as
well as errors resulting from imperfect read channel detection.
Three detection-decoding schemes of combining the read channel detection and
the modified DM inner decoder were first proposed and investigated on rectangular
BPMR channel, namely the BCJR-BIID algorithm, the JDD algorithm and the BCJR-
SIID algorithm. Computer simulations revealed that JDD provided the best perfor-
mance at the expense of relatively high computational complexity, while BCJR-SIID
(resp., BCJR-BIID) provided good performance-complexity trade-offs at low to mod-
erate (resp., high) SNRs. It was also shown that increasing the areal density from 2.64
Tb/inch2 to 4 Tb/inch2 while the IDS error rates remained fixed in the recording pro-
cess, did not significantly affect error performance on the rectangular BPMR channels.
Rather, it was the burst errors preceding and following an insertion or deletion that had
a significant impact on performance.
Since staggered BPMR can effectively reduce ITI at the expense of enhanced
ISI which can nevertheless be effectively dealt with longer GPR targets, we inves-
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tigated the data-recovery on staggered BPMR channels with areal density increased
to 6 Tb/inch2. We found that M-JE exhibited the best performance on double-track
staggered BPMR while EM-JE enabled single-track staggered BPMR to outperform
double-track staggered BPMR due to the ISI in the latter case being relatively more se-
vere. Therefore, BCJR-BIID and BCJR-SIID that achieved good performance-complexity
trade-offs on rectangular BPMR channels were employed for data recovery on single-
track staggered BPMR with EM-JE. We observed that BCJR-SIID outperformed BCJR-
BIID while increasing the length of burst errors preceding and following an insertion or
deletion dramatically degraded the performance of both detection-decoding schemes.
However, we also observed that the sensitivity of system performance on the length of
burst errors actually decreased for longer length. Furthermore, we found that BCJR-
SIID provided significantly better robustness against burst errors compared to BCJR-
BIID at low insertion/deletion probabilities.
6.2 Proposals for Future Research
6.2.1 Efficiently Handle Relatively Long Burst Errors
In our investigation, we have identified that the overall performance of BPMR is highly
dependent on the length of burst errors in the vicinity of each synchronization error.
We have shown in this thesis the performance of DM coding scheme with a modified
inner decoder for burst errors of length up to 10 bits. In an actual BPMR system, the
burst error length may be longer. Although the modified DM inner decoder can theo-
retically handle burst errors of arbitrary length, its computational complexity increases
exponentially in the length of burst errors.
Therefore, it would be of practical interest to develop new coding schemes or
improve the modified inner DM decoding algorithm to efficiently handle burst errors
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of relatively longer length.
6.2.2 Improving the DM Coding Scheme for DIDS Channel
In this thesis, we mainly use the original DM coding scheme to protect data on the
DIDS channel. In Section 5.3.2, we show that the choice of outer LDPC code can
significantly influence the overall performance of DM coding scheme employed on a
single-track staggered BPMR channel. The outer LDPC codes used in this thesis are
constructed using the PEG algorithm, and are therefore not optimized for the effective
channel seen by the outer encoder and decoder, i.e., the serial concatenation of the
inner encoder, DIDS channel and inner decoder. It has been reported in [38] that LDPC
codes designed for IDS channels offer better performance when utilized as outer codes
in marker codes. Therefore, it would be an interesting topic to construct LDPC outer
codes specifically for the effective channel.
In addition, it has been reported in [70] that constructing the watermark string
based on a certain probability metric can yield remarkable improvements over the ran-
domly constructed watermark string. Further, it has been reported in [71] that the
inner code in the DM coding scheme does not have to be sparse when symbol-level
inner decoder is employed. Recently, we have optimized the DM inner code for the
DIDS channel, which gets rid of the watermark string and significantly improves the
performance of DM coding scheme on the BPMR channels [100]. Therefore, jointly
optimizing the inner code and watermark string should further enhance the perfor-
mance of the DM coding scheme when employed on the DIDS channel. This is an
interesting pursuit.
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6.2.3 Applying Marker Codes to the DIDS Channels
Like the DM coding scheme, marker code which was first introduced in [101] is also
a promising concatenated coding scheme for channels with IDS errors [38, 39]. It can
be interpreted as a special case of DM codes, where marker bits are inserted period-
ically into the transmitted sequence instead of uniformly distributed throughout the
codeword. Hence, the inner decoder could similarly be modified to enable marker
codes to be applied to make it applicable to the DIDS channel. It has been reported
in [69] that replacing the inner watermark codes by marker codes with best markers
of different size can offer significant performance improvement on the IIDS channel
with low insertion/deletion error rates. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate
the performance of marker codes on the BPMR write-read channels considered in this
thesis.
As highlighted in the first paragraph of Section 5.3.2, the sensitivity of the system
performance on L actually decreases for larger values of L. In addition, according
to Fig. 3.1, we note that shorter burst error lengths can be traded for higher inser-
tion/deletion rates. Fortunately, the impact that higher insertion/deletion rates have on
the performance of our detection-decoding schemes is less than that of longer burst
errors. Thus, there may exist a threshold value whereby for insertion/deletion rates
above this threshold, the burst errors are short enough to be efficiently dealt with.
Further, in view of the fact that the maximum inner code rate of the DM construc-
tion is limited by the code alphabet size of the outer code and prohibits the use of more
powerful outer LDPC codes when the overall code rate is fixed, the synchronization
error correction capability of the inner code may be more than necessary to handle the
synchronization errors when the insertion/deletion error rates are relatively low while
the outer code may be too weak to handle the relatively long burst of substitution er-
rors. Marker codes on the other hand, do not have this limitation and so one has more
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flexibility in choosing the inner and outer code rates. Since the markers, which serve
as the inner code, can only correct synchronization errors while the substitution errors
are entirely corrected by the outer code, the overall code structure can be optimized
according to a particular BPMR channel for a fixed overall code rate, i.e., the inner
(resp., outer) code rate can be reduced when the synchronization (resp., substitution)
errors dominate the written-in errors. Further, since the markers are separated from
each other, they will be affected by burst substitution errors to a lesser extent so that
mis-synchronizations by the inner decoder are less likely compared to that in the DM
construction. Moreover, a mis-synchronization in the DM inner decoder may propa-
gate through the entire codeword and lead to more substitution errors that are too many
to be corrected by the outer LDPC code. Therefore, marker codes may actually be a
better choice to be used in a BPMR system when the burst substitution errors are long.
6.2.4 Detection-Decoding on BPMR Channels with Media Noise
Besides 2D interference and WIEs, media noise including island size and location vari-
ations is another critical and challenging issue that needs to be considered. Although
the proposed DIDS channel mimicks the effects of media noise in the write channel,
the WIE rates considered in this thesis have not been linked to the statistics of the
media noise as well as other factors that contribute to WIEs such as mechanical distur-
bance, motor speed variation and so on. Improving our DIDS channel by establishing
this link is clearly desirable. The computation of WIE rates based on the statistics
of the media noise and other contributing factors have been considered in [12], how-
ever, the computation is only for a single island while ignoring the data-dependencies
introduced by the write process. Therefore, establishing the aforementioned link by
building on the results of [12] should take into account these dependencies.
On the other hand, media noise also significantly degrades the readback perfor-
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mance and exacerbates the 2D interference. Since we focus on mitigating 2D interfer-
ence in the presence of WIEs, the read channel detection techniques discussed in this
thesis do not consider the effect of media noise. We nevertheless note that SE detection
has been improved in [102] to take into account the effect of media noise in the read-
back process. The modified SE detection yields superior performance compared to the
original approach on the BPMR read channel with media noise. Another technique
that has been widely used to mitigate data-dependent noise is pattern-dependent noise-
predication (PDNP) technique [103]. In [62], it was shown that applying PDNP to
SE also yields significant performance improvements. However, SE cannot effectively
mitigate ITI. Therefore, combining PDNP with MTD and/or 2D equalization that are




Channel Capacity Bounds for DIDS
Channel
A.1 Channel Capacity Bounds for DIDS Channel with
Stationary and Ergodic Input Process
Recall that the DIDS channel proposed in Chapter 3 is stationary and ergodic (SaE)
as the channel state sequence Z is a second order stationary process while all channel
states can be reached within a finite number of steps from any channel state at any
time with strictly positive probability [104]. Therefore, its channel capacity C can
be defined as the information rate between the channel input sequence X+∞0 and the










where P(X+∞0 ) represents the channel input distribution.




















H(Yn0 )−H(Yn0 |Xn+10 )
)
(A.2)
Proof. Recall that the difference between the number of bits entering the DIDS chan-
nel and the corresponding number of bits received is either -1, 0 or 1. Therefore, when



























































Therefore, without loss of generality, the DIDS channel capacity can be computed
using (A.1).
As the DIDS channel is very complicated and introduces memory, it is impractical
to find the optimal input distribution that maximizes the information rate. Therefore,
we will shed some light on the DIDS channel capacity by deriving its lower bounds
with typical SaE input processes, e.g., i.i.d input process and first-order Markov input
process.
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Obviously, the channel output sequence Y is SaE when both the channel input
sequence and channel itself are SaE. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. With a certain SaE input process X , the SaE channel capacity of the
DIDS channel is given by











H(Yn|Yn−10 )−H(Yn|Xn+10 ,Yn−10 )
)
(A.5)
Proof. Since the channel output Y is a SaE process, we follow the similar method




































H(Yn0 ) = lim
n→+∞
H(Yn|Yn−10 ). (A.6)





H(Yn0 |Xn+10 ) = lim
n→+∞
H(Yn|Xn+10 ,Yn−10 ). (A.7)
with the help of the fact that
lim
n→+∞
H(Yi|X2n+10 ,Yi−10 ) = lim
n→+∞
H(Yi|Xi+10 ,Yi−10 )
since Yi depends on up to Xi+1.
Then, substituting (A.6) and (A.7) into (A.4) implies the claim.
The actual CSaE(X ) is still hard to compute, we hence derive its lower and upper
bounds by evaluating each term in (A.5). Since conditioning reduces entropy, both
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terms can be upper-bounded as
lim
n→+∞






H(Yn|Xn+10 ,Yn−10 ) ≤ lim
n→+∞
H(Yn|Xn+1n−M ,Yn−1n−M) (A.10)
= H(Yn|Xn+1n−M ,Yn−1n−M) (A.11)
where M ≥ 0. Equalities in (A.8, A.10) are achieved when M = n and the equalities
in (A.8, A.10) are due to the fact that X,Y are SaE. Further, the following lower
bounds of both terms in (A.5) can be obtained with the help of the SCSW vi and the
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= H(Yn|Xn+1n−M ,Yn−1My ,vn−M )
where My = fn−M(vn−M) + 1. Equalities hold in (A.12, A.14) when M = n. The
equalities in (A.13, A.15) are due to the fact that the sequence of vi’s is a first-order
stationary Markov process.
Then, by defining
C lbSaE(X ) , H(Yn|Yn−1My ,vn−M)−H(Yn|Xn+1n−M ,Yn−1n−M) (A.16)
CubSaE(X ) , H(Yn|Yn−1n−M)−H(Yn|Xn+1n−M ,Yn−1My ,vn−M) (A.17)
we have
C lbSaE(X ) ≤ CSaE(X ) ≤ CubSaE(X )
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Hence, C lbSaE(X ) and CubSaE(X ) give the lower and upper bounds of CSaE(X ), respec-
tively. The accuracy of both bounds improves as M increases, which will be verified
in the next section of the appendix.
The four conditional entropies in (A.16, A.17) can be computed as follows:
H(Yn|Yn−1My ,vn−M ) =
∑
YnMy ,vn−M
P (YnMy ,vn−M ) log
P (Yn−1My ,vn−M )
P (YnMy ,vn−M )





 P (YnMy ,Xn+1n−M ,vn−M )











P (Ynn−M ) log
P (Yn−1n−M )
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Obviously, only P (YnMy ,X
n+1
n−M ,vn−M) needs to be computed while other probabili-
ties can be obtained through marginalization of P (YnMy ,X
n+1
n−M ,vn−M). As the input
sequence is independent of the channel, this probability can be computed as
P (YnMy ,X
n+1
n−M ,vn−M) = P (Y
n
My |Xn+1n−M ,vn−M)P (Xn+1n−M)P (vn−M) (A.18)
= P (Xn+1n−M)P (vn−M)
∑
vn+1
P (YnMy ,vn+1|Xn+1n−M ,vn−M)
(A.19)
where P (Xn+1n−M) is given by the channel input distribution and
P (YnMy ,vn+1|Xn+1n−M ,vn−M)
can be calculated by performing a forward pass between vn−M and vn+1 using (3.4).
Denoting the space of all valid SCSWs as {Sk}Ns−1k=0 , the a priori probability P (vn−M =








P (Sk) = 1 (A.20)
P (Sk) ≥ 0, k = 0, 1, · · · , Ns − 1 (A.21)
where Sp = [P (S0), P (S1), · · · , P (SNs−1)]T and the element in the probability trans-
fer matrix PT are given by
(PT)ij = P (vt = Si|vt−1 = Sj)
Although increasing M improves the accuracy of both lower and upper bounds
approximating CSaE(X ), the computational complexity of (A.18) grows exponentially
in M which prevents the use of relatively large M . Fortunately, we will show in the
next section that both capacity bounds converge very fast even for small M when
the length L of burst errors preceding and following each synchronization error is
relatively short, i.e., L ≤ 2.
A.2 Symmetric Information Rate Lower and Upper Bounds
of the DIDS Channel
In this section, we consider the same DIDS channel as that considered in Section 3.4.2,
i.e., the random and burst substitution rates are PR = 0.001 and PB = 0.1, respectively.
We also consider equal insertion and deletion rates, i.e., PI = PD. Note that since
P (Zi = 1|Zi−1 = 0, Zi−2 = 0) + P (Zi = −1|Zi−1 = 0, Zi−2 = 0) = PI + PD ≤ 1
we have PI = PD ≤ 0.5. Since the DIDS channel is a binary system, we assume that
X is a i.u.d process, i.e., P (Xi = 0) = P (Xi = 1) = 0.5, and focus on the SIR of
the DIDS channel. Note that the method derived in this appendix can also be used to
estimate the lower and upper bounds of CSaE(X ) for other SaE input processes, for an
example, the first-order Markov input process considered in [30].
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Figure A.1: Symmetric information rate lower and upper bounds for DIDS channel
with L = 0.
In Figs. A.1 and A.2, we plot the upper and lower bounds of the SIR for the DIDS
channel with L = 0 and L = 1, respectively. As expected, increasing M significantly
improves the accuracy of both lower and upper bounds while M = 5 is sufficient for
both bounds to converge to the actual SIR for both DIDS channels.
Further, we consider the SIR for the DIDS channel with L = 2. As shown in
Table 3.1, we note that there is a large number of valid SCSWs for L ≥ 2. Since
the computational complexity of (A.18) increases exponentially in Ns and M , we only
show the SIR upper and lower bounds for L = 2 with M = 1, 3, 5 in Fig. A.3. Com-
pared to Figs. A.1 and A.2, we observe that the gap between SIR lower and upper
bounds for L = 2 with M = 3 is wider than that for L = 0, 1. This is because the
memory of the DIDS channel also increases in L. Therefore, a larger M is required to
better estimate the SIR of the DIDS channel with longer burst errors surrounding each
insertion/deletion error.
Since the lower and upper SIR bounds for the DIDS channel with L = 0, 1 are
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Figure A.2: Symmetric information rate lower and upper bounds for DIDS channel
with L = 1.
almost identical when M ≥ 5, we take the upper bounds with M = 7 to approximate
the actual SIRs for the DIDS channel with L = 0, 1. To show the SIR loss due to the
increase in L, we plot in Fig. 3.13 the SIRs for the DIDS channel with L = 0, 1 and
the SIR lower and upper bounds with M = 5 for the DIDS channel with L = 2. The
analysis and discussion concerning Fig. 3.13 can be found in Section. 3.4.2.
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Figure A.3: Symmetric information rate lower and upper bounds for DIDS channel
with L = 2.
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